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Abstract
In the last two decades, by the benefit of advanced wireless technology, growing data service
cause the explosive traffic demand, and it brings many new challenges to the network opera-
tors. In order to match the growing traffic demand, operators shall deploy new base stations
to increase the total cellular network capacity. Meanwhile, a new type of low-power base
stations are frequently deployed within the network, providing extra access points to sub-
scribers. However, even the new base station can be operated in low power, the total network
energy consumption is still increased proportional to the total number of base station, and
considerable network energy consumption will become one of the main issues to the network
operators. The way of reducing network energy consumption become crucial, especially in
5G when multiple antennas are deployed within one site. However, the base station cannot be
always operated in low power because it will damage the network performance, and power
can be only reduced in light-traffic period. Therefore, the way of balancing traffic demand
and energy consumption will be come the main investigation direction in this thesis, and how
to link the operated power of base station to the current traffic demand is investigated. In this
thesis, algorithms and optimisations are utilised to reduce the network energy consumption
and improve the network performance.
To reduce the energy consumption in light-traffic period, base stations switch-off strategy
is proposed in the first chapter. However, the network performance should be carefully
estimated before the switch-off strategy is applied. The NP-hard energy efficiency optimi-
sation problem is summarised, and it proposes the method that some of the base stations
can be grouped together due to the limited interference from other Pico cells, reducing the
viii
complexity of the optimisation problem. Meanwhile, simulated annealing is proposed to
obtain the optimal base stations combination to achieve optimal energy efficiency. By the
optimisation algorithm, it can obtain the optimal PCs combination without scarifying the
overall network throughput. The simulation results show that not only the energy consump-
tion can be reduced but also the significant energy efficiency improvement can achieve by
the switched-off strategy. The average energy efficiency improvement over thirty simulation
is 17.06%.
The second chapter will tackle the issue of how to raise the power of base stations after
they are switched off. These base stations shall back to regular power level to prepare the
incoming traffic. However, not all base stations shall be back to normal power due to the
uneven traffic distribution. By analysing the information within the collected subscriber
data, such as moving speed, direction, downlink and time, Naive Bayesian classifier will
be utilised to obtain the user movement pattern and predict the future traffic distribution,
and the system can know which base station will become the user’s destination. The load
adaptive power control is utilised to inform the corresponding base stations to increased the
transmission power, base stations can prepare for the incoming traffic, avoiding the perfor-
mance degradation. The simulation results show that the machine learning can accurately
predict the destination of the subscriber, achieving average 90.8% accuracy among thirty
simulation. The network energy can be saved without damage the network performance after
the load adaptive function is applied, the average energy efficiency improvement among three
scenarios is 4.3%, the improvement is significant. The significant improvement prove that
the proposed machine learning and load adaptive power modification method can help the
network reduce the energy consumption.
In the last chapter, it will utilise cell range expansion to tackle the resources issue in
cooperative base station in joint transmission, improving downlink performance and tackle
the cell-edge problem. Due to the uneven traffic distribution, it will cause the insufficient re-
sources problem in cooperative base station in joint transmission, and the system throughput
ix
will be influenced if cooperative base station executes joint transmission in high load. There-
fore, the cell range expansion is utilised to solve the problem of unbalanced traffic between
base station tier, and flow water algorithm is utilised to tackle the resources distribution issue
during the traffic offloading. The simulation shows the NP-hard problem can be sufficiently
solved by the flow water algorithm, and the downlink throughput gain can be obtained, it can
obtain 26% gain in the M-P scenario, and the gain in P-M scenario is 24%. The result prove
that the proposed method can provide significant gain to the subscriber without losing any
total network throughput.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, thesis background and motivation will be introduced, and the contribution
and thesis structure will be list at the end of this chapter.
1.1 Background
In the last two decades, the advanced wireless technology and fast-developed mobile phone
industry bring many new challenges to Cellular Network (CN) operators. In order to match
the growing traffic demand, operators need to deploy increasing number of Base Stations
(BSs) within the network, but limited space for the BSs deployment has became a main issue
to the network operators. Therefore, increasing number of new type low-power BSs will be
deployed within the network to increase the total network capacity. Even these BSs have
smaller power than the traditional BSs, the total power consumption of the entire network
still considerable, and the high energy consumption will significantly reduce the operator’s
profit. Nowadays, the Energy Efficiency (EE) of CN has already became a critical factor
to the network operator. On the other side, when the energy consumption become a fixed
value, the EE will be close relative to the Spectrum Efficiency (SE), any improvement or
degradation in SE will cause corresponding influence to the EE. Therefore, many researches
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are hold to determine the method of improving EE via reducing energy consumption or
improving SE.
1.1.1 Cellular Network Architecture
The fast-developed manufacturing industry lets mobile phones became an affordable product
to the public, and subscriber number is growing exponentially in the last decade. Meanwhile,
advanced wireless technology brings tremendous benefits to the way of information exchange,
and one significant benefit is the improved downlink speed has already changed the way
of people use their mobile phone. Call and message texting will not be the only options in
the CN, subscribers can browse the website and watch the video via their mobile terminal,
and this changes will let data service becomes the mainstream in contemporary CN. The
consequence of this change is the growing traffic demand and backhaul capacity [1], a large
amount of data need to be transmitted within the network. With limited spectrum, network
operators need to deploy more BSs to match the growing traffic demand.
In Homogeneous Cellular Network (HoNet), most of the BSs are installed on top of
the building. The growing traffic demand will force network operator to deploy increasing
number of BS to solve the insufficient network capacity issue. However, the Capital Expen-
ditures (CAPEX), including the expenditures of equipment purchasing and limited space
hiring, is expensive in urban city because of the limited space is suitable for deploying BS.
Therefore, network operators will try to deploy low-power Pico Cell (PC) under Macro Cell
(MC) coverage to provide extra access points to its subscribers, and PC deployment not only
increase the total network capacity but also improve the subscriber’s received signal strength,
and these PCs can offloading the traffic from MC [2]. This promising network architecture is
called Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), and it becomes the mainstream in future CN [3]
[4], and two CN architectures are shown in Figure 1.1.
It can be seen that the energy consumption of the CN will be proportional increased
to the number of deployed BSs, and high energy consumption will increase the Operating
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Homogeneous Cellular Network
Heterogeneous Cellular Network
Fig. 1.1 Cellular network architecture.
Expenditure (OPEX), including the cost of repairing, bill for power consumption, engineer
recruitment etc., and these costs will reduce the operator’s profit. The energy consumption
will become the main concern from the network operators point of view. In traditional
HoNet, MC should be operated in regular transmission power to guarantee the subscribers
can be served anywhere and the power of MC should be a fixed value in most of the cases,
any modification of the MC’s transmission power might damage or degrade the network
performance. Because the PC is deployed within MC coverage in HetNet, subscriber within
an MC-PC overlapping area can be served by either one of them, which is shown in Figure
1.1. If the remaining resources of MC are sufficient, the subscriber can be served by the MC,
and the light-load PCs can be switched off or operated in low power to reduce the energy
consumption of the network. Moreover, based on Figure 1.2 [5] [6], daily traffic is fluctuated
from the daytime to the nighttime. The traffic demand between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. is light,
the system will still have sufficient resources to serve the subscribers even some PCs are
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Fig. 1.2 Daily traffic in urban city.
switched off, and the transmission power of PC shall return to regular power level only the
traffic demand continues growing.
1.1.2 Self-Organisation Network
Due to the high CAPEX and OPEX, it will reduce the profit of operating the CN, the
light-load PCs can be switched off to reduce the OPEX, but the system needs technicians
to optimise the parameters to achieve optimal network performance when the network is
changed. However, manual testing and configuration will become another part of the OPEX.
Because Less manual work will led to lower OPEX and higher profit, network operators
are trying to find a new way to achieve the minimum maintenance with guaranteed network
performance, and the self-organisation idea attracts both researchers and operators interest.
Nowadays, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) and some other organisations have already defined the Self-organisation
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Network (SoN) as a network that it can achieve many functionalities without or with low
manual operations, and SoN is considered as one of the key features in the future CN [7] [8].
The system can automatically search the environment and configure the parameters to achieve
optimal network performance in SoN, and there are three categories are included in SoN,
such as self-configuration, self-optimisation and self-healing. The aim of self-organisation
network can be included to achieve the following aims:
• To reduce the CAPEX and OPEX of operating the network, and the system can
automatically self-maintain with low manual maintenance.
• It can achieve an optimal network performance by adjusting the parameters, opti-
mising coverage, throughput, energy efficiency etc.
• To search the surrounding environment of BS and detect any new BSs are added
around it, it can configure parameters to adapt the new environment.
In the future, increasing number of PCs are deployed to match the growing traffic
demand. The air interference will become more complicated because the interference will
come from different BS tier. Moreover, due to the dynamic traffic in urban city, the traffic
demand will be changed in each hour, and some parameters need to be configured to adapt
the new traffic demand and complicated wireless interface. In order to achieve optimal
network performance, some parameters need to be configured when new BSs are added in
the network, and traffic, allocated resources of BS and other information can be shared within
BSs in SoN. If a new PC is detected, the new PC’s information shall be shared within the CN.
Therefore, it needs plenty of technicians involve the testing and configuration, and it will
become a challenge for the network operators to obtain an optimal network performance with
low manual operations. Testing and configuration can be significantly reduced by the benefit
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of SoN because some functionalities are added into BSs that allow the BSs to efficiently
configure parameters without manual works.
1.1.3 Energy Consumption of Cellular Network
The energy consumption of CN can be mainly divided into three parts, including mobile
terminal, BS and the core network. The power consumption in each part will be described in
detailed below [9] [10].
Mobile Terminal
Due to the tremendous subscriber number, the power consumption of mobile terminal is
considerable, and the energy is mainly used in the application, signal transmission, display etc.
However, the energy consumption of mobile terminal will not reduce the cost of operating
CN, operators play fewer interests in reducing the energy consumption of mobile terminal.
Base Station
It is worth to notice that almost 80% of the CN energy is consumed by BS, and reducing the
energy consumption of BS can significantly reduce the energy consumption of the network
[9]. The energy consumption of BS can be generally divided into four parts, air conditioning,
signal processing, power supply and signal transmission, power consumption of each part is
shown in Figure 1.3 [11]. In these four parts, the power supply provides a basic incoming
power source, and it keeps other BS’s functionalities work normally. The air conditioning is
another essential part in BS, the reason for installing a cooling system is to reduce the heat
from the machine, and it can significantly reduce the chance of fire and burning. Therefore,
the power of cooling system should be guaranteed at any timing. The received signal of
BS will be processed before transmitted to other BSs, and the signal processing should be
operated in normal condition when BS is switched on. It can be seen that air conditioning,
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signal processing and power supply are the fundamental parts of BS, and it is used to
maintain the regular functionalities. Therefore, the energy consumption in these parts cannot
be reduced because any energy reduction could cause a damage or influence on BS operation.
The power for signal transmission will become the main focus in this thesis, some BSs in
low-load status can be switched off to reduce the energy consumption of CN, especially in
light traffic period [6].
Fig. 1.3 Power consumption of base station.
Core Network
As the information exchange centre, the power supply of core network should be guaranteed
at any timing. The failure power supply will cause severe loss to the operators, and energy
consumption of this part is not included in this thesis.
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1.2 Motivation
Many efforts are taken to build a green CN and improve the EE. The EE of CN is closely
related to SE and total energy consumption of the network, and these two factors catch
network operators interest. Currently, the high-density BS deployment will become the
trend of CN deployment, especially in 5G. However, it will increase the OPEX due to the
expensive bill in energy consumption. To reduce the network energy consumption, because
most of the energy is consumed by BS, reducing the BS power consumption can significantly
reduce the power consumption of CN. In another aspect, SE of CN is another way to improve
the EE when the power consumption of the CN is fixed. Based on these two factors, the
following two points can be further investigated, which is power consumption reduction and
SE enhancement.
1.2.1 Power Consumption Reduction
The flowing daily traffic gives a chance to reduce the energy consumption of the network. In
high-density BS deployment, the objective of this type of network deployment is to match
the growing traffic demand due to the limitation in MC deployment. However, daily traffic
demand fluctuates every hour, and only small number of BSs can sufficiently serve the
existing subscribers during the light-traffic period. Therefore, the remaining BSs can be
operated in low-power mode or completely switched off to reduce the energy consumption,
but the switched-off BSs might cause the network performance degradation. Therefore, the
methods for balancing the energy consumption and traffic demand shall be proposed to avoid
the impact to the network. Meanwhile, the CN needs a method to let these switch-off BSs
back to regular power level when the traffic demand is increasing. However, the traffic is not
evenly distributed, it is not necessary to let all BSs operate in full power. It can be seen that
the traffic prediction is needed to inform the switched-off BSs wake up to prepare for the
incoming traffic in the right timing, reducing the energy consumption. Because the system
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can obtain a high accuracy traffic prediction, the power of BSs can be increased proportional
to the load of BSs. Therefore, reliable traffic prediction method is needed for investigation.
1.2.2 Spectrum Efficiency Enhancement
The above part mention the energy saving can help the improvement of EE. However,
reducing the transmission power of BS during heavy-traffic period might not be a wise
decision because it will cause many subscribers will out of service due to a smaller coverage
than BS with normal transmission power. Meanwhile, the resources of BS cannot be fully
utilised. To improve the EE in high-traffic period, the other way is to improve the SE, and
Joint Transmission (JT) is proposed to tackle the unsatisfied downlink performance problem,
typically the cell-edge users performance. However, if the cooperative BS is suffered from
traffic congestion, the network throughput will be influenced by the JT. Therefore, methods
need to be investigated to solve the traffic congestion problem in cooperative BS, and JT can
be executed without sacrificing network throughput.
1.2.3 Hypothesis
Thus, this thesis is mainly focused on EE from light-traffic period to mid-traffic period in
order to provide an optimal network performance with low energy consumption.
The research questions in chapter three can be summarised as:
• The possibility of switching light-load PCs to reduce the total energy consumption
without reducing the subscriber’s downlink throughput.
• The EE can be improved after the a certain number of PCs are switched off, the
proposed SA could determine the optimal PCs combination to maximise the EE rather than
simply turn off the original light-load PCs.
The research questions in chapter four can be summarised as:
• The subscriber data can be analysed by machine learning, and it can build the connection
between subscriber and BSs.
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• The NBC can utilise the data analysis result from the subscriber data to prediction the
traffic distribution.
• The PC’s transmission power can be changed according to the predicted load of PC,
reducing the total network energy consumption and obtaining better EE.
• The EE improvement will not be significant when the load of the network traffic reaches
medium or high.
The research questions in chapter five can be summarised as:
• The load of cooperative BS will cause impact on the performance of the JT, selecting
cooperative BS shall not only consider the signal level of BS.
• Flow water algorithm is used to tackle the traffic distribution issue. After the algorithm
is applied, each BS can have almost the same load within the network.
• Cell Range Expansion (CRE) is applied to heavy-load BS to transfer the load to nearby
light-load BSs, and the JT can be executed without reducing the total network performance.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
As a result, the contribution of the thesis can be summarised as follows:
• To reduce the energy consumption during light-traffic period, and techniques are
applied to optimise the EE of network, and it includes: 1) BSs switched-off strategy is
applied to reduce the energy consumption of the network 2) The EE is formulated as an
optimisation problem, and sub-optimisation problem is formulated to reduce the computa-
tion complexity. 3) The simulation proves that the best PCs combination is different with
switching off original light-load BSs.
• To predict the traffic distribution, and the prediction result will be utilised to pre-
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pare the incoming traffic and minimise the energy consumption of network, and it includes:
1) Subscriber’s data is collected and analysed, Naive Bayesian Classifer (NBC) is utilised
to determine the characteristic between two PCs. The NBC will give the traffic prediction
based on the collected subscribers’ data. 2) According to the traffic prediction, the system
will increase the transmission power of PC to prepare the incoming traffic. 3) The energy
consumption and OPEX can be reduced, improving the EE.
• To further improve the spectrum efficiency via JT. Techniques is applied to balance
the traffic between two BS tiers, and heavy-load cooperative BS can execute the JT without
sacrificing the network throughput, and it includes: 1) JT downlink performance with differ-
ent cooperative BS selection. 2) Flow water algorithm is utilised to tackle the optimisation
problem. 3) CRE is applied to offload the traffic from high-load cooperative BS to low-tier
BS, and the JT can be executed without sacrificing the network throughput.
1.3.1 Publication
K. Lin and J. Zhang, “Energy efficiency enhancement via power modification with simulated
annealing cell selection,” 2018 IEEE 8th Annual Computing and Communication Workshop
and Conference (CCWC), Las Vegas, NV, 2018, pp. 526-531.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter introduces the background knowledge of EE, Machine Learning (ML), traffic
prediction and JT, it also provides the previous works and represents the potential research
gap in the related area.
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Chapter 3: Energy Saving with Optimal Cells Association in Heterogeneous Network
Due to the light-traffic period occurs at the early morning in urban city, the unnecessary
operating PC in CN will increase the power consumption. Some light-load PCs can be
switched off to reduce the energy consumption without degrading network performance.
After some light-load PCs are switched off, subscribers can be served by neighbour PC,
but some of them might receive weak signal from new serving BS because the closest BS
is switched off. Therefore, the system should choose the best PCs combination that it can
provide optimal network performance. Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is utilised to
determine the best PCs combination.
Chapter 4: Energy Efficiency Enhancement via Naive Bayesian Classifier Traffic Pre-
diction
Traffic will raise to medium or high level when time is approaching working hour, the system
shall switch on PCs to prepare the incoming traffic. Moreover, commuters have a fixed
moving pattern when they appear around their working places, and subscriber information
will become a valuable data for the system to learn and predict their further movement, NBC
will become a ideal tool to achieve this objective. The system can prepare the incoming
traffic and minimise the energy consumption of network via prediction result.
Chapter 5: Spectrum Efficiency Improvement via Joint Transmission and Cell Range
Expansion
JT is proposed to minimise the interference from adjacent BS, improving the cell-edge
performance. However, this technic requires more than one BSs to transmit signal to one
subscriber. The cooperative BS might face the problem of resources shortage because the
uneven traffic distribution, and JT might reduce the network throughput if cooperative BS is
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in high-load. CRE is applied to offload the traffic from MC, and JT can be executed after the
resources shortage problem is tackled .
Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
The conclusion and future work is summarised.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Topics in the current literature related to the thesis are reviewed in this chapter. In this
chapter, it includes the EE and BS switch-off strategy in the first section. The ML and traffic
prediction details are presented in sections two and three, and JT is introduced in section four.
Related works will also be discussed at the end of each part.
2.1 Energy Efficiency in Cellular Network
2.1.1 Definition
Network operators are mainly concerned with core network features (coverage, service, etc).
However, the definition of EE is presented differently in different work owing to different
research goals. These goals include the total throughput of multiple BSs divided by total
energy consumption in [12], the power consumption per covered area in [13], and the power
consumption per capacity in [14]. Furthermore, these definitions have two main areas of
focus: the total energy consumption of the network, and the benefit that operators can be
obtained when energy is consumed.
In the following chapters, the definition of EE will be represented by Equation 2.1, which
was calculated as bits-per-Joule [15] - [17]. T represents the total network throughput and P
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represents the total power consumption. Under full coverage conditions, network operators
will focus on the total volume of data that can be transmitted when all BSs are operating at full
power. Thus, EE can give network operators a better understanding of network performance.
En =
T
P
(2.1)
According to the above definition, the EE of a network can be enhanced by either
improving network throughput or reducing power consumption, with the optimal situation
being one where the system can achieve both.
Fig. 2.1 Spectrum efficiency.
The network throughput is equal to the sum of BS throughputs, which are directly
related to spectrum efficiency and BS bandwidth. According to the aforementioned equation,
maximising spectrum efficiency can significantly increase BS throughput when the bandwidth
is a fixed value, which is shown in Figure 2.1. It is clear that optimal spectrum efficiency will
also improve EE. The BS throughput is calculated as the sum of the subscriber throughputs;
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however, subscribers are randomly distributed within the network. Thus, the distance
between BS and subscribers is varied. In addition, the signal subscribers receive will weaken
as their distance from the BS increases [18] [19]. Moreover, spectrum efficiency in outdoor
environments is further complicated by the fact that obstacles between subscribers and the
BS will absorb energy. Thus, improving spectrum efficiency is a key challenge for network
operators.
The total network power consumption comprises four parts, which were introduced in
the previous chapter. The BS power consumption is considerable but can be reduced when
traffic demand is light [10]. However, there is a trade-off between power reduction and
coverage. The BS requires a certain level of power to provide full coverage to subscribers,
and transmission power will significantly influence the subscribers’s received signal strength
[18]. If the signal strength and allocated resources cannot reach the minimum required
values, it will degrade the quality of service (QoS). Hence, reducing BS power consumption
should guarantee that subscriber QoS is not degraded. Many pieces of focus on different
approachs to improving EE (new network architecture, improving power amplifier efficiency,
improving radio interfaces, etc) [17]. Concerning network architecture, research has shown
that HetNet can effectively improve EE [14] [20]. In addition, PCs operate at low power
levels, meaning the coverage for a PC will be significantly smaller than that of an MC. The
benefit of high-density PC deployment is that the path loss can be significantly reduced
because of the shorter distance, thereby ensuring subscribers can receive an optimal BS
signal. Thus, more data can be transmitted under a fixed bandwidth; however, it is clear
whether high-density PCs deployment can increase the total energy consumption (owing to
traffic fluctuation) [14].
Compared with MCs, PCs require a small amount of power for signal transmission;
the power for signal processing becomes the major part of BS energy consumption. In
[14], the downlink performance is significantly improved by virtue of the advanced radio
interface, which means that the network can obtain a higher spectrum efficiency than before
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[20]. However, high spectrum efficiency transmission techniques also require complex
computation and greater power for signal processing. Thus, power consumption during
signal processing becomes another issue in reducing BS energy consumption.
2.1.2 Base Stations Switch on and off Strategy
Many authors have proposed that BSs can be switched on and off to reduce energy consump-
tion. Hence, two BS modes (active mode and sleep mode) have been proposed and applied
[21] - [24]. When a network faces a high traffic demand, the BS will enter active mode to
serve the subscribers; sleep mode will be activated in low traffic periods.
Active Mode Active mode represents a BS under normal operating conditions (including
the cooling system, signal processing, power amplifier etc). Signals are transmitted at normal
power levels, and all subscribers may access the network without exceeding the BS’s capacity.
Sleep Mode The main characteristic of sleep mode is that some hardware components are
operating at low power or are completely deactivated, which has been proposed in [24]. The
sleeping components in PC mainly depend on the specific sleeping mode type or algorithm.
Typically, three scenarios are taken as an example of the switch on and off strategy [25]
[26]. The scenarios are almost under the same condition that the network traffic is fluctuated
by the active subscribers.
In general, three scenarios are taken as examples of this strategy [25] [26]. These
scenarios generally occur under two conditions where network traffic is fluctuated by active
subscribers:
• In intense traffic areas, multiple BSs cover the same geographical area, and one BS can
be switched to conserve energy when traffic demand is light.
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• Two-tier BS deployment; MCs provide coverage in a large area, and PCs will provide
capacity and access points in specific locations.
• In the areas where a high-speed BS is totally covered by a traditional BS, the high-speed
BS can be switched off when there is no demand for high-speed data.
However, the system should avoid frequently switching BSs on and off [27]. Moreover,
the load condition of BSs should be considered, as part of the traffic will be transferred to
neighbouring BSs when they are switched off. If one BS has already suffered from traffic
congestion, the transferred traffic will further exacerbate this problem. In addition, the system
must consider many factors before making on which BS to deactivate. Thus, this strategy has
much potential for future study.
2.1.3 Literature Review on Base Stations Switch on and off Strategy
In [21], a genetic algorithm-based cell deactivation strategy for improving network EE is
proposed. In this study, the problem is formulated as a binary integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. Considering BS numbers as a sequence, this approach attempts to deactivate
the BS with a sequence number. Using the idea of the genetic algorithm, it changes part of the
sequence number and generates offspring, which converge after serval iterations. However,
considerable time is required to compute the solution. Meanwhile, another study uses the
same algorithm to get the best switched-off strategy [28]. This study considers the load of
BS and the neighbour BSs, but the study did not take the consideration of the transmission
distance between BS and subscribers. If some of the nearby BSs are switched off, subscribers
shall connect to the remote BS, and subscribers will need more resources to obtain the same
downlink speed.
In [27], the authors aim to avoid frequent switching between active mode and sleep mode.
A dynamic programming algorithm is used to solve the time-correlated problem, which is
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formulated as a dynamic programming problem that it contains elements of the state, action,
state transition, and previous state cost. The result guarantees the system can obtain satisfied
call block probability, and the study proves that the active BSs can match network traffic in
the temporal and spatial domains. By adjusting parameters, energy savings and energy cost
of switching between two modes can be balanced.
The study in [29] consider the resources of the BSs and the required downlink of sub-
scribers, and the study summarised the problem as a Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The
study shows that some BSs can be switched off to save the energy, and it can do the optimisa-
tion based on the traffic of the network. However, the study is lack of the consideration of
total resources usage of the network. The study do the optimisation based on all subscribers
can be fulfilled with their requirement, the same issue can be found in [30].
The BSs zooming method was proposed to tackle coverage problems where some BSs
are switched off in CN [31]. In essence, BS zooming can solve uneven traffic distribution,
offloading traffic from a congested BS to a low-load neighbour BSs. Moreover, the system
can deactivate some low-traffic BSs to reduce energy consumption during light traffic periods,
while original subscribers can be served by neighbouring BSs. The extensive cooperation
between BSs, enables the system to deactivate any BS without QoS degradation.
In [32], an optimal on-off pattern is proposed, which considers the interference from
neighbouring BSs. In this method, mixed-integer convex optimisation is used to determine
the proportion of BSs that must be obtained to serve the subscribers. Following this, Markov
analysis is applied to the system (two independent Markov processes are presented in the
paper). Finally, a heuristic cooperative control method is applied in the dynamic scenario to
improve EE.
A cross-layer optimisation method is proposed in [33] to reduce energy consumption; PCs
are deployed within MC coverage. Once some BSs match the criteria, the system will switch
off to save energy. Meanwhile, the system must decide user associations when the original
serving BS is deactivated. A similar method is proposed in [34], where the low load BSs
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will be deactivated and original serving BS is replaced by an MC. By comparing the energy
conservation and transferring traffic, the system can determine the best BS deactivation
strategy.
Note that BSs can be deactivated where the current load is not heavy and where QoS will
not be degraded when the MC serves the remaining subscribers [35]. The continuous time
Markov decision process is applied to represent the load of every BS.
In conclusion, this strategy becomes challenging because many other variables(interference,
received signal quality, etc.) will influence EE. Moreover, when algorithm is applied in a
real network, computation becomes difficult owing to large numbers of BSs and subscribers.
Thus, further study is needed to optimise this.
2.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) was introduced in 1959, and it can be defined as a computational
method that can make predictions or improvements based on input data. The practical
applications of ML are to predict unforeseen items or data and to learn and build efficient
algorithms for these predictions. Examples of input data are product information or electronic
data taken from Internet; however, ML requires considerable amounts of data to provide
optimal prediction accuracy [36] - [38]. In fraud detection, recognition, and document
classification, ML is a promising tool when large amounts of data are available. After much
development, ML can be mainly classified into two categories, supervised and unsupervised
learning, which are briefly described below [38].
Supervised Learning In supervised learning, a set of training data is provided with a
corresponding set of labels, predictions are made based on this input data. By analysing the
input data, the functions or the relationships that will be utilised for further prediction are
constructed. A typical example is junk e-mail filtering, where previous data is used to build a
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probability relationship between words and junk e-mail. Thus, new e-mail will be defined as
junk depending on the words that appear within [39].
Unsupervised Learning In unsupervised learning, data are provided without labels and
predictions are made based on previous unlabelled data. This means that structures and
relationships must be independently identified or built. Since the data is provided without
labels, evaluating the accuracy of the structures is difficult [38]. Clustering, wherein data
belong to the cluster with the smallest mean, is an example of an unsupervised learning
problem.
2.2.1 Probabilistic Classifiers
Probabilistic classifiers provide output with the probability that new data belongs to a specific
class. Therefore, it assumes for a group from class {1,2,3, ....c} ∈C and a set of collected
data x, the probability of new data for class c can be represented by P(c | xnew). The
probability should also follow the constraints in [40], which is shown in Equations 2.2 and
2.3.
0≤ P(c | xnew)≤ 1 (2.2)
C
∑
c=1
P(c | xnew) = 1 (2.3)
Thus, predictions are made with this probabilistic classifier when the system collects the
new data. Some of the advantages of using probabilistic classifiers are provided in [41].
Prediction Reject and Preparation Probability is useful in some applications because
it provides a certain confidence in the output. In cases of assigning a data into a suitable
class, these predictions seem uninformative if they only provide a class number. However,
probabilistic classifiers can provide probability, where P(c1 | xnew) = 0.5, P(c2 | xnew) = 0.4
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etc. In this case, the prediction becomes useful when the probability does not match the
minimum value for accepting this classification, and it can prepare for the second highest
probability prediction if the highest one is incorrect.
Features Analysis In the classification, the features of the data in x, which determine
the degree of probability for the class c are analysed. In some applications, the most
reliable features are preferred. Some features might not be sufficiently related to the class.
Hence, more than one feature in a given classification can be combined. It is assumed
that features x1 and x2 are independent, and it obtain the probability of class c, where
P(x1,x1 | c) = P(x1 | c)P(x2 | c).
Compensation of Class Imbalance In cases where some outputs are rare in classification,
the classifier will give the most common prediction regardless of input data types. However,
the training data can be balanced to avoid this problem. It is assumed that P′(c) and
P′(c | x) after balancing with original data of P(x | c). Therefore, it will have the following
relationship:
P′(c | x) ∝ P(x | c)P′(c) (2.4)
Therefore, a posterior can be changed into a likelihood, which is represented as follows:
P(c | x) ∝ P(x | c)P(c) ∝ P
′(c | x)
P′(c)
P(c) (2.5)
2.2.2 Naive Bayesian Classifier
Bayes Theorem Bayes theorem is a sophisticated probability theorem that is applicable
in many areas. The theorem represents the probability of an event, which is based on other
conditions related to the event [42] [43]. Following the previous notations, class c and input
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x can obtain the conditional probability of P(c | x) and P(x | c). The Bayes’ theorem can be
represented as follows:
P(c | x) = P(x | c)P(c)
P(x)
(2.6)
Naive Bayesian Classifier The Naive Bayesian Classifier (NBC) is a method of supervised
learning constructed using the Bayes theorem and probabilistic classifiers. According to
Equation 2.6, the numerator P(x | c) can be obtained by observation, and the denominator is
a constant given the event of c. Using the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate,
the input data is labelled with the maximum value of∏Nn=1 P(xn | c) [41] and [44]. The detail
and the derivation of NBC will be shown in Chapter 4.
The NBC presents several challenges. First, feature selection significantly influences
the prediction results. Since probability calculation is based on feature values, if the chosen
features are not related to the class, the classifier will always return an incorrect prediction;
the classifier cannot construct or determine a relationship between features and classes. In
addition, the probability distribution of each feature could pose a challenge as to whether
a particular type of probability distribution is suitable for a given feature; inappropriate
probability distribution functions may slightly reduce prediction accuracy.
2.2.3 Literature Review in Naive Bayesian Classifier Prediction
Bayes Theorem is also applied in location prediction in CN by combining neural networks,
the products of which are called Bayesian neural networks. This model is used for movement
prediction [45]. In detail, the system can access historical data during the learning process
and provide predictions for preparing resources for subscribers. Simulation results show this
method provides superior prediction accuracy when compared with other standard neural
networks.
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NBC is frequently used in diagnosis, and is applied for automated diagnoses in cellular
networks [46]. This is accomplished by modelling symptoms and conditions as input data,
and defining the output as a cause. With the highest probability of cause, the system can
determine what causes dropped call in CN. Compared with expert diagnosis, simulation
results showed that the classification accuracy reached 71%, and could reach 91% where the
two highest classification probabilities are considered.
In [47], logistic regression and an NBC are applied to predict traffic. Moreover, both
prediction algorithms can provide offline calculations and fast real-time calculations. First,
the model records subscribers’ historical data, and an NBC is then used to predict traffic. With
the benefit of traffic prediction, the system can prepare its resources for subscribers. Owing
to this preparation, QoS can be guaranteed and subscriber satisfaction can be improved.
After collecting the data of estimated time of arrival, transmission, and the distance
between receiver and transmitter, an NBC is applied to predict the number of active nodes
[48]. Next, the accuracy of this prediction is tested with different feature combinations.
Results show that accuracy can be improved if the number of involved features is increased.
In addition, the prediction performance is slightly improved after the prior distribution is
modified over the appearing times in the class.
2.3 Traffic Prediction in Cellular Network
Prediction is a challenging endeavour in wireless communications, as traffic flow is always
linked to subscriber movement. Moreover, prediction mainly relies on object history or a
long period of study on a specific object to summarise a pattern. In the following section, we
present some of the related works on traffic prediction in CN.
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2.3.1 Literature Review in Cellular Network Traffic Prediction
The traditional method of traffic prediction requires predicting subscriber locations. In [49],
four past subscriber location points with coordinate information are recorded. By fitting these
points into a linear equation, new linear equation that is close to these points is derived and
used to predict the next three location points. This method uses the last subscriber location
and predicted three locations to draw an elliptical location area that this subscriber might
visit in the future. This real-time calculation is simple; however, this method is based on
location information, meaning any error will significantly influence the prediction accuracy.
The Markov model is used for traffic prediction in [50] [51]. In detail, this model
considers each BS as a state in a Markov chain and defines the traffic transaction probability
of each state as an element in the Markov chain. The transition probability matrix represents
the probability of one BS transferring the traffic to another BS in several steps. This prediction
method can reduce computation complexity, but cannot provide the subscribers movements
in detail. A discrete time Markov chain is proposed for the traffic prediction in [52]. Here,
the probability transition matrix is constructed using the probability of transitioning from
one BS to all remaining BSs. Thus, accurate predictions can be provided after multiple
probability transition matrices are calculated. This method does not require any learning
processes, and the system can update after a prediction is made. Moreover, the system can
also update whenever a handover occurs within the CN. A similar method is proposed in
[53]. This method applies normalised probability distribution and logarithmic summation to
tackle the calculation issues in the hidden Markov model.
Improvements to the previous method are proposed in [54]. This approach defines a
different class of user mobility, which contains a respective probability transition matrix.
Next, an expectation maximisation algorithm is applied to find the local maximum value of
the missing probability in each prediction. Thus, the model can obtain the probability of
one user belonging to one mobility model and the probability of this user moving from one
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BS to the another within this model. Finally, although this method increases computation
complexity, prediction accuracy is significantly improved.
At the early stage, many researchers realise that the subscriber distribution has such
patterns in temporal and spatial [55] and [56]. The advanced method is proposed in [57] that
the traffic prediction is made based on the collected subscriber’s data. The study discover
that the data has a certain pattern that it will aggregate not only in temporal aspect but also in
the spatial aspect. Even the traffic prediction is made based on the real subscriber’s data, the
study still using the traditional method to analyse the data, and the traffic prediction result is
not utilised in this study.
In [58], the use of a support vector machine as a classifier to predict the next BSs is
proposed. This method records set Channel State Information (CSI) when the subscriber
enters and leave a BS and combines the current BS location, CSI sequence, and handover
history as input data. Following this, subsequent BS indices are defined as outputs. By
learning the input and output data, the classifier can generate a pattern for traffic prediction.
In real time traffic prediction, it will provide feedback to improve prediction accuracy and
avoid the influences of environmental changes. Thus, this dynamic classifier modification
can significantly improve prediction accuracy.
In [59], traffic prediction is modified and divided into three phases. In the first phase,
activity types are defined and the probability of these activities (or traffic types) are calculated
under existing geographical and temporal constraints. Through weekly user behaviour
analysis, this method can construct relationships between time, location, and traffic type and
build probability relationships between two activities. In the second phase, the relationships
between activities are constructed based on use observation and time-related transition
probability matrix is then defined. This matrix can be utilised to predict a user’s next location
in the final phase.
A recurrent neural network-based mobility prediction method is proposed in [60]. Long
short-term memory (LTSM)is applied to tackle disadvantages in network by unbalancing the
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considerations between the previous input and output. Thus, previous data, current data, and
cell information are all put into consideration, and no previous data are wasted. However, the
training and calculation time of this method are considerable; further refinement is required
to address this challenge.
In the recent study, the ML is proposed to predict the traffic in CN [61]. The research
utilise historical, spatial and temporal data to prediction the traffic distribution and utilise
the prediction result to reduce network energy consumption. The study mainly focus on the
location of the subscriber and did not consider the detail of the subscriber because the traffic
demand within CN will not only be influenced by the location of subscriber but also the
individual traffic demand.
To conclude, there are several phases of traffic prediction in CN: subscriber collection
and analysis, learning, and prediction and updating [62]. Data collection is dependent on the
prediction methods, and these features are all closely related to subscriber movement and be-
haviour. Learning complexity is dependent on the prediction algorithm, and most algorithms
finish the learning process offline. In the prediction and update phase, all prediction methods
provide their predictions immediately, but some methods do not support instant updates. This
causes a reduction in accuracy when subscriber behaviours or environments change.
2.4 Coordinate Multi Points
In the early stages of Coordinated Multipoint Points (CoMP), research was conducted to
discover the potential of this technique. This research showed that the average spectrum
efficiency and cell-edge performance can be improved by CoMP [63]. This technique was
proposed to tackle issues related to cell-edge performance, high data rates, and increasing
system throughput in CN [64] [65]. 3GPP defines four scenarios for deploying CoMP[64],
which are as follows:
•HoNet with intra-cell CoMP; different sectors within a BS will cooperatively participate.
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• HoNet with high transmission power Remote Radio Heads (RRHs); the RRHs are
connected to one BS via optical fibre, and cooperation can be established between different
RRHs.
• HetNet with low power RRHs within the macrocell coverage; the transmission and
reception points created by the RRHs have cell IDs different from those of the macrocell
• HetNet with low power RRHs within the macrocell coverage; the transmission or
reception points created by the RRHs have the same cell IDs as the macro cell
In downlink CoMP, these are categorised as joint processing (JP), coordinated schedul-
ing/beamforming (CS/CB). In addition, JP can be categorised as JT and Dynamic Point
Selection (DPS) [64] [66] [67]. In this thesis, only JT is analysed. Therefore, the remainder
of this paper will describe JT in detail, including reasons for proposing JT, a description of
JT, and the related works and discussions.
2.4.1 Joint Transmission
Interference in Heterogeneous Network In HoNet, interference in overlapping areas is
an issue that reduces overall network performance. However, there are more interference
sources than those from HoNet, owing to high-density PC deployment. Moreover, in order
to fully utilise the spectrum and increase network capacity, the best solution where is both
MCs and PCs are using the same spectrum to serve more subscribers. However, using the
same spectrum to transmit the signal to will cause interference for the subscribers of other
BSs. This scenario is shown in Figure 2.2 The blue solid arrow represents the signal from
the serving BS, and the remaining red dashed arrow represents interference from other BSs.
It is assumed that the MCs interference group is {1,2,3, ...m} ∈ m and PCs interference
group is {1,2,3, ...p} ∈ p. Equation 2.7 shows the relationship between received signal
strength and interference.
SINR =
S
∑mm=1 Im +∑
p
p=1 Ip +σ2
(2.7)
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Fig. 2.2 Interference in heterogeneous network.
where S represents the received signal strength of BS, which is dependent on the serving
BS. It can be seen that the number of interference sources is proportional to the number
of BSs. In HetNet, high-density BS deployment will cause severe interference for other
BSs. Some techniques are proposed to mitigate the inter-cell interference or cross-layer
interference to address this problem. These include fractional frequency reuse [65] [68], soft
frequency reuse [69], enhanced inter-cell interference coordination [70] [71], and CoMP.
Joint Transmission JT is defined as a downlink CoMP that implies dynamic coordination
among multiple geographically separated transmission points [64]. Moreover, a JT scheme
in downlink is considered to be a potential solution to improve spectrum efficiency and fulfil
customer requirements; specifically, improving cell-edge performance, which is shown in
Figure 2.3. In normal scenario, when subscriber receives the signal from serving BS, which
is shown as blue arrow. However, it will also receive multiple signals from the remaining
BS, which is shown as red dash arrow. It can be seen that the subscriber on serving BS edge
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will receive almost the same signal from interfering BS, and it will bring down the SINR.
Subscriber will be more difficult to obtain the required downlink speed. In JT scenario,
the interfering signal will become useful signal and help the subscriber on cell edge to
obtain optimal downlink speed. Signals from serving BS and cooperative BS will both make
contribution in downlink.
Normal Scenario
Joint Transmission
User1
User1
User2
User2
Fig. 2.3 Joint transmission.
Basic Concepts
• CoMP Cooperating Set
A set of different transmission location points transmit data to a single user in the time-
frequency resource [64]. It should be noted that these points might be directly or indirectly
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involved in data transmission. Direct participation means the transmission points will transmit
the signal to the subscriber in downlink; indirect participation means data will not go directly
to the subscriber, but the location points will assist with scheduling/beamforming decisions.
• CoMP Transmission Points
Single or multiple transmission points transmit data to one user, and these transmission
points are a subset of the CoMP cooperating set [64]. In CS/CB, one transmission point will
transmit the signal to the subscriber; however, there is more than one transmission points
from which to transmit the signal using JT. Because the transmission points are a subset of
the cooperating set, they can be changed depending on the status.
• CoMP Measurement Set
A set of transmission points is measured and reported to the network system [64]. This set
contains the channel state information related to the transmission points and the user. This
measurement can support the system in making decisions (transmission points, scheduling,
etc).
2.4.2 Literature Review in CoMP
In recent years, many studies have examined CoMP. Some of the challenges of CoMP include
the triggering criteria, Signalling, the impact from cooperative BSs, and BS selection. Related
work and discussion on this subject are shown after the challenge description.
Triggering Criterion of CoMP
The triggering criteria of CoMP are used to identify a scenario where performance
does not match subscriber demand, and CoMP should be applied. However, when a large
number of BSs and subscribers exist within a CN, CoMP cannot be used for all subscribers
owing to high computational complexity. In JT, more than one BS transmits a signal to
a subscriber, meaning BSs will face resource shortages. Therefore, the CoMP triggering
criterion and ending time must be carefully considered; the system needs to make decisions
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based on limited or inaccurate reports from subscribers because of the dynamic environmental
conditions. Furthermore, the advanced criterion requires complicated calculations, which
might cause delays in the system. Since all triggering criteria have strengths and weakness,
they could be deployed in different scenarios. Many studies have been conducted in this area.
• Literature Review in Triggering Criterion of CoMP
These triggering criteria differ in many articles. Some articles suggest that CoMP is triggered
by subscriber’s SINR or reference received signal power, while others suggest that it can be
triggered by estimating subscriber data rates or total cell throughput.
The simplest way to determine CoMP processes is to measure current subscriber SINR.
In [72], the JT are triggered by two criteria: the channel quality between the current serving
BS and subscriber below the preset threshold or a high-speed data rate downlink requested by
the subscriber. The equation of trigger criteria is proposed in [73], which is 10log(Pi/P)≤ α ,
where α is the preset value.The Pi represents the interference from cooperative BS and P
represents the received power from the serving BS. If the above equation can be satisfied, it
will execute JT to improve downlink performance. A similar method is proposed in [74] to
estimate the ratio between received signal power and other interference.
In [75], it proposed that the JT can be triggered if the referenced received signal power
between the serving BS and cooperative BSs is larger than a preset value. These criteria
help the system to identify the best cooperative BS if the subscriber is located in a multi-
overlapping area that it is served by more than one BSs. Furthermore, this work also proposes
that this type of subscriber is suffering severe inter-cell interference and JT has significantly
contributes to improved cell-edge user performance.
In [76], it is suggested that such triggering criteria should bring throughput into consider-
ation, as shown in Equation 2.8. The Ts1o and Ts2o represent the original throughput in BS 1
and BS 2, and Ts1c represents the throughput of BS 1 after JT has been triggered.
α(Ts1o +Ts2o)≤ Ts1c (2.8)
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This method has strong flexibility, meaning network operators can adjust the α to balance
the network and cell-edge throughputs. A large value of α lets the system obtain a high
network throughput and vice-versa. Other studies consider the possibility of using cell-edge
performance only. In [77], it is suggested that trigger criteria facilitate this consideration.
When the actual downlink performance is below the average system downlink performance,
JT will be executed to improve upon this result.
Load and Scheduling
The status of cooperative BSs could cause several impacts on CNs. In detail, irregular BS
deployment and high-density PC deployment in real CN will cause uneven load distribution.
As JT occurs within two or three BSs, cooperative BS selection is crucial. In general, received
signal strength in cell-edge is especially poor. Thus, incorrect cooperative BSs will provide
little improvement of cell-edge performance. Because the centre subscribers have superior
spectrum efficiency compared with cell-edge subscribers, BS load status could produce
throughput loss when JT is applied in high-load BSs [76]; the performance for cell-edge
subscribers could be improved, but the loss of overall network throughput will outweigh that
improvement. Therefore, it is crucial to choose a suitable BS to participate in JT.
• Literature Review in Load and Scheduling
Base station information is an essential component in the BS selection process in JT [78].
When under the pressure of high volume information exchanges among BSs, the downlink
CoMP gain will decrease with the increasing load. During high load situations, the infor-
mation exchange among BSs will be significantly increased. If the information exchange is
delayed, the JT gain will decrease.
The traditional resource allocation scheme is to divide resources into two parts: resources
for centre subscribers and resources for JT subscribers. In [79], a method is proposed
to balance the resource allocation between centre subscribers and cell-edge subscribers.
Furthermore, the paper suggests that the resources for JT can be proportional to the number
of cell-edge subscribers. When comparing JT and non-JT performance, the BS will serve
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the subscribers normally if there is no significant improvement. This method addressed the
problem of sacrificing centre subscriber resources for JT.
The performance of JT is also investigated in [80], which examines two scheduling
schemes: priority for JT subscribers and priority for non-JT subscribers. This scheme
will schedule corresponding subscribers first and then consider the remaining subscribers.
Simulations showed that the system will have a significant reduction if the priority JT scheme
is applied in high-load scenarios, owing to the subscribers in BS centre experiencing superior
channel conditions than those in the cell edge. In addition, moving directions must be
considered. Priority non-JT schemes should be applied to the subscribers who are moving
toward the BS centre as the channel conditions improve, meaning JT is not necessary for
these subscribers. Thus, JT will not waste resources. Further research in [81] has also shown
that this system will choose a scheme depending on the mobility of subscribers. Simulation
results confirmed that performance can be markedly improved.
2.5 Summary
This chapter consists of the following major overview sections: EE in the CN, ML, traffic
prediction in CN, JT in CoMP, and load balance.
In the reviews of the EE of CN, definitions and BS deactivation strategies were introduced.
Where the EE optimisation problem took subscribers into consideration, owing to the large
number of BSs and subscribers within the CN. Some studies only considered the EE and
BSs, but ignored the overall signal quality of the network and resources usage. Meanwhile,
the distance between BS and subscriber shall be put into consideration as well because this
will bring impact on the network performance. Further investigation should consider the
SINR of distribution where subscribers can still receive the optimal signal even if some BSs
have been deactivated for improving the EE.
In the reviews of ML, it presents the basic concepts and advantages of probabilistic
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classifiers. Furthermore, the NBC was introduced and related works with traffic prediction
in CN was shown. Based on the Bayes theorem, the methods were used for other types of
prediction; however, they achieved high prediction and classification accuracy, but limited try
in CN traffic prediction. However, some traditional and recent researches show that they only
consider the traffic distribution, but ignore the detailed information from subscribers. Finally,
studies did not fully utilise the traffic prediction result. In summary, the research shall be
continues in traffic prediction with subscriber’s information, and the way of combining traffic
prediction result and energy saving.
In the reviews of JT, the problem is summarised in detail, including trigger criterion,
load, and scheduling. The trigger criterion can significantly balance the overall network
performance and cell-edge subscribers performance. Due to the double resources occupation
in serving BS and cooperative BS, heavy-load BS should be carefully considered when the
system decides to choose it for JT. The impact from executing JT in heavy-load BS shall be
further investigated, and resources shortage issue in cooperative BS is lack of investigation.
The resources allocation issue shall be solved to help the cooperative BS can use JT during
high traffic demand period.

Chapter 3
Energy Saving with Optimal Cells
Association in Heterogeneous Network
3.1 Introduction
The fast-growing traffic demand in contemporary CN brings a new challenge to network
operators. The traditional network architecture cannot provide sufficient capacity, and
network operators need to deploy increasing number of BSs to match the growing traffic
demand. Due to the limited space, it becomes a challenge for high-density BS deployment.
To tackle this challenge, network operators tend to change the network architecture, and the
HetNet becomes a trend in the future network architecture. A set of PCs are deployed under
MC’s coverage to provide extra access points [82]. These low-power BSs will not only solve
the challenge of insufficient deployment space but also significantly reduce the path loss.
However, high-density PC deployment will increase the energy consumption, and it takes
30% of the operators cost [83]. The traffic fluctuation causes the load of BS is light during
the midnight to the early morning, the network operators can switch off some light-load PCs
to reduce energy consumption and OPEX [84].
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3.1.1 Energy Efficiency in Cellular Network
The energy consumption of CN becomes a main challenge to the network operators. The
increasing number of PCs are deployed in the HetNet, it can be seen that these PCs will
increase the total network power consumption, increasing the OPEX of operating a CN.
According to [85], BS can consume almost 80% of CN energy, and energy is mainly used for
signal transmission, BS cooling and backhaul network. During light-traffic period, network
only needs a small amount of BSs to serve the subscriber. Therefore, it will become a
potential research area for improving EE in the HetNet. Although some of the functionalities
might not be available in PC, switching off some PCs can significantly reduce the energy
consumption, and BS sleep mode and corresponding BS switch-off strategy is proposed to
reduce the energy consumption [86]. The beginning studies in switch-off strategy during
light-traffic period are proposed in [87] [88]. The power reduction in different traffic demand
and deployment scenarios are shown in these two researches, and it points out the tradeoff
between power consumption and throughput. The energy saving in sleep mode is investigated
in [89], and the research shows that the EE can be improved at light and medium load.
Two switch-off algorithms are proposed to dynamically reconfigure BSs’ working mode
for energy saving in HetNet [90]. The BSs will be switched off when all subscribers can
be transferred to neighbour BS, but research might ignore the subscribers might connect
to remote BS, and the received signal strength will be weaker than the original serving
BS. Moreover, PCs might not assign sufficient resources to subscriber if the load is heavy,
degrading the QoS. Therefore, the QoS should be guaranteed before the switch-off decision
is made, and spectrum efficiency should also be considered. The research [32] utilise integer
convex optimisation to determine on-off pattern, the interference from neighbour BSs will be
considered when the system makes the switch-off decision. The recent study in [91] proposes
a two-stage optimisation, required resources is estimated and recorded by the system, and
the result will be utilised in the second stage to calculate the minimum number of active BS.
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Optimisation Challenge
When system decide to switch off some light-load BSs to achieve optimal EE, cell association,
QoS shall be considered. The switch-off strategy should carefully consider the consequence
when light-load PCs are switched off because the location of the subscribers is randomly
distributed, subscribers might connect to remote BS. Switch-off strategy should avoid the
problem of high path loss and worse SE. Therefore, EE problem can be formulated as an
optimisation problem that the system shall switch off some light-load PCs, but the system
should choose an optimal PCs combination to serve the subscribers. However, the optimisa-
tion problem will become a NP-hard problem with a large number of PCs and subscribers,
and the computation complexity is high. To tackle this problem, optimisation problem will
be divided into some sub-optimisation problems to reduce computation complexity. First, the
power of PC is small, the interference from other MC coverage’s PCs can almost consider as
zero. Second, sub-optimisation can reduce the computation complexity because operators
deploy small number of PCs within one MC coverage [92]. This chapter will apply SA to
determine the best PCs combination when the system make the decision to switch off some
PCs. The SA algorithm will compare the EE of new PCs combination with the previous
PCs combination, algorithm will accept the new PCs combination if EE is larger than before.
However, SA algorithm will accept the worse solution with a certain probability to avoid the
local maximum value [93] [94]. After a certain iterations, the algorithm will determine the
best PCs combination.
This chapter includes the following sections. Section two will describe the system model.
Section three will formulate the optimisation problem and sub-optimisation problem. The SA
algorithm will be described in detail, application of SA in PCs selection. Section four will
show the simulation result of one MC and set of PCs scenario, including result in iteration,
the best PCs combination and the influence from increasing load of PCs. Section five will
show the simulation result of multiple MCs and PCs scenario. The last section will give the
conclusion.
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3.2 System Model
3.2.1 Optimisation Process
Base stations load estimation and collection
Yes
NoBase station load 
under threshold ?
Determine the total number of low-load base station
Calculate the possible base stations combination
Applying simulated annealing to determine the best combination
The system switches off the chosen base stations
Fig. 3.1 Optimisation process.
The optimisation process of switch-off strategy is shown in Figure 3.1. All PCs shall
upload their load information to the system no matter the load is higher or lower than the
preset load threshold. At the beginning, the system will collect all BSs load information, and
it will continues monitoring all PCs, which is above the preset load threshold. Otherwise,
if the load of PCs is under the preset threshold, the system will count the total number of
low-load PC. After the total number is determined, it will process to the next step to use
SA algorithm to determine the best PCs combination, and which PCs shall be switched
off. At the end of the algorithm, the best PCs combination will pass to the system, and the
system will inform the corresponding PCs to prepare the switch-off strategy. After the PCs
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are switched off, the system will return to the first step to continuously monitor BS’s load
information.
3.2.2 Notation
Let’s consider a HetNet with BSs deployment, multiple MCs and PCs. A set of PCs are
deployed within the MC edge or high-traffic demand area to provide extra access points. Let’s
denote a set of MCs with M and PCs with P, where m∈ {1,2,3, ...,m} and p∈ {1,2,3, ..., p}.
If subscriber is connected to the MC or PC, the interference comes from the remaining BSs.
Therefore, the interference BSs from MC tier and PC tier are denoted as M
′
and P
′
. The
subscribers i are randomly distributed within the network, and it is denoted as I, where
i ∈ {1,2,3, ..., i}.
3.2.3 Path Loss Model and SINR
It is assumed that the subscriber will connect to either MC or PC in the network. The
subscriber will be served by only one BS, the serving BS is determined by the received signal
strength, and the received signal strength of subscriber is estimated by path loss model.
Free Space Path Loss Model The free space path loss model is utilised in this chapter to
estimate the loss in free space, the equation of free space path loss is shown in the following
equation in terms of dB
FSPL = 10log10((
4πd f
c
)2)
= 20log10(
4πd f
c
)
= 20log10d +20log10 f +20log10(
4π
c
)
= 20log10d +20log10 f −147.55
(3.1)
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where d is measured in the units of metres and f is measured in the units of Hertz. c
represents the speed of light. Therefore, according to the equation, if the transmission power
of BS is known, the received signal strength of subscriber can be calculated.
SINR The SINR equation is shown by the following equation
SINR =
S
I +N
(3.2)
where S represents the received signal strength at subscriber location, which is estimated
by the above free space path loss model. I represents the interference from the remaining
BSs. N represents the background noise.
Therefore, according to the Equation 3.2, the SINR of subscriber i, which is connected to
MC m or PC p can be represented by
SINRim =
PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(3.3)
SINRip =
PipGip
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(3.4)
where Pim and Pip represent the transmission power of MC and PC. Gim and Gip are the
channel gain when the subscriber connects to the corresponding BS, which includes path loss
only. σ2 denotes the noise power. Therefore, the SINR of any subscriber anywhere within
the network can be obtained, which will be used to estimate the downlink performance and
to calculate the throughput.
3.2.4 Traffic and Load Model
In this chapter, it is assumed that the subscriber requires downlink service from the network.
Let’s denote the downlink service of subscriber i as Dτi , where τ is the traffic type indicator.
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Three traffic types are categorised in this chapter, D1i , D
2
i and D
3
i . The specific downlink
requirement in each type is 200Kbps, 400Kbps and 600Kbps.
The load model is based on the model presented in [89]. Let’s denote the load of MC m
as Lm, which is shown by the following equation
Lm =
∑Ii=1 RimXim
Rtm
(3.5)
where Rim =
Dτi
log2(1+SINRim)
(3.6)
where Rim and Rtm represent the allocated resource of subscriber i and total resource
number of MC. Xim will equal to 1 when subscriber i is connected to MC m, otherwise 0.
The SINRim represent the SINR of subscriber i when it is connect to MC, the calculation is
shown in Equation 3.3. Therefore, the load of PC can be represented by the Equation 3.7.
Lp =
∑Ii=1 RipXip
Rt p
(3.7)
where Rip =
Dτi
log2(1+SINRip)
(3.8)
Total resource number of PC p is denoted as Rt p. Rip represents the allocated resources.
Xip will equal to 1 when subscriber i is connected to PC p, otherwise 0. SINRip is shown in
Equation 3.4.
3.2.5 Throughput of the System
According to the Shannon channel capacity formula [95] [96], the data rate of subscriber can
be estimated by the following equation
C = B× log2(1+SINR) (3.9)
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where B represents the bandwidth. Let’s define the throughput of subscriber as Tim and Tip
when subscriber connects to the corresponding BS tier. Therefore, subscriber’s throughput
can be calculated by the following equations
Tim = XimRimlog2(1+SINRim) (3.10)
Tip = XipRiplog2(1+SINRip) (3.11)
where Xim and Xip will be equal to 1 when subscriber i is connected to the MC m and
PC p, 0 otherwise. Rim and Rip are the allocated resources of subscriber when subscriber is
connected to the corresponding BS tier. The SINRim and SINRip represent the SINR when
subscribers are connected to MC or PC respectively.
It is assumed that the throughput of the network is the sum of all subscriber’s throughput
within the CN. Therefore, according to the above throughput equations, the total throughput
of the network can be obtained as follows:
Ttotal = TM +TP (3.12)
where TM =
M
∑
m=1
I
∑
i=1
XimRimlog2(1+SINRim),
and TP =
P
∑
p=1
I
∑
i=1
XipRiplog2(1+SINRip)
where TM and TP represent the total throughput in MC tier and PC tier.
Let’s put Equations 3.6, Dτi = Rim ∗ log2(1+SINRim) and Equations 3.8, Dτi = Rip ∗
log2(1+SINRip) into the above Equations TM = ∑Mm=1∑
I
i=1 XimRimlog2(1+ SINRim) and
TP = ∑Pp=1∑
I
i=1 XipRiplog2(1+SINRip). Therefore, the above equation of total throughput
of CN can be expressed by the following equation
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Ttotal =
M
∑
m=1
I
∑
i=1
XimDτi +
P
∑
p=1
I
∑
i=1
XipDτi = D
τ
i (
M
∑
m=1
I
∑
i=1
Xim +
P
∑
p=1
I
∑
i=1
Xip) (3.13)
It can be seen that the total throughput of network mainly depends on the total number of
subscriber that CN can serve. Therefore, if the network has an optimal spectrum efficiency,
the subscriber’s service demand can be satisfied even the BS assigns small amount of
resources.
3.2.6 Power Consumption Model
The power consumption of network can be divided into many parts. However, this chapter
will only considers the power consumption of BS, and the power consumption for signal
transmission will be the main focus. The power consumption model will consider two modes,
which are active mode and sleep mode, and it is assumed that the BS will only stay in either
of one mode in the simulation.
Active Mode Let’s consider the total power consumption of BS in active mode, and same
type BS is operated in the same power. The power consumption model is followed the model
in [95]. It is assumed that the total network power consumption equals to the sum of BS
transmission power. When all MCs and PCs stay in active mode, the total power consumption
of the network can be represented by the following equation
Ptotal =
M
∑
m=1
Ptm +
P
∑
p=1
Pt p (3.14)
where Ptm and Pt p represent the transmission power of MC and PC.
Sleep Mode The deeper of the sleep mode is executed, the less BS power consumption [95].
Although BS still consumes a small amount of power in sleep mode, this power consumption
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can be negligible and considered as zero. In this chapter, PCs receive switch-off message
from the system, these PCs will turn into switch-off mode, and the power consumption is
considered as zero. Moreover, switch-off strategy will be only applied in PC tier, the MC
will be operated in regular power to provide coverage.
3.2.7 Energy Efficiency Model
Let’s defines the E as the EE of network. EE is defined as the total network throughput
divided by the total energy consumption of network, which is calculated as bits per joule
[84] [95] [97]. Let’s combine Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.14, the EE of network can be
represented by the following equation
E =
Ttotal
Ptotal
=
∑Mm=1∑
I
i=1 XimD
τ
i +∑
P
p=1∑
I
i=1 XipD
τ
i
∑Mm=1 Ptm +∑
P
p=1 Pt p
(3.15)
Therefore, the objective is to maximise the EE of CN. According to the above equation,
it can be seen that the EE can be improved by either improving the total network throughput
or reducing the total network energy consumption.
3.3 Optimisation of Energy Efficiency
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
According to the Equation 3.15, the objective of the optimisation is to maximise the value of
equation, which is shown below
max(E) = max(
∑Mm=1∑
I
i=1 XimD
τ
i +∑
P
p=1∑
I
i=1 XipD
τ
i
∑Mm=1 Ptm +∑
P
p=1 Pt p
) (3.16)
According to the system process, the system will switch off some low-load PCs to reduce
the energy consumption, and it shall determine which PC should stay in active mode from
the existing PCs. When some PCs are switched off, the subscriber’s SINR will be changed
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because the serving BS might not be the same with the original one. It is assumed that n PCs
are under the load threshold in the network, and the system will switch off same number of
PCs to reduce energy consumption. Therefore, the system needs to select n PCs out of P,
where n < P. It can be seen that the total number of possible PCs combination is CP−nP , and
the system needs to estimate EE with each possible PCs combination and determine the best
PCs combination. The problem can be considered as a combination problem that system
needs to choose best PCs combination to maximise EE of CN with limited resources.
The total throughput T
′
total and total power consumption P
′
total equations are different
when n PCs are switched off, the equations can be represented as
T
′
total =
M
∑
m=1
I
∑
i=1
XimDτi +
P−n
∑
p=1
I
∑
i=1
XipDτi (3.17)
P
′
total =
M
∑
m=1
Ptm +
P−n
∑
p=1
Pt p (3.18)
Let’s combine the Equation 3.17 and 3.18, the new EE equation can be obtained, and it
will be the cost function in the optimisation problem, which is represented as
max f (x) =
∑Mm=1∑
I
i=1 XimD
τ
i +∑
P−n
p=1∑
I
i=1 XipD
τ
i
∑Mm=1 Ptm +∑
P−n
p=1 Pt p
where XimDτi = XimRimlog2(1+SINRim)
XipDτi = XipRiplog2(1+SINRip)
(3.19)
st.

Xim +Xip = 1,∀m ∈M,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
∑Ii=1 RimXim ⩽ Rtm,∀m ∈M,∀i ∈ I
∑Ii=1 RipXip ⩽ Rt p,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
ηRt p ⩽ ∑Ii=1 RipXip,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
(3.20)
where Xim and Xip equal to 1 if subscriber is connected to the corresponding MC and PC,
otherwise 0. The equation of Xim +Xip = 1 represents subscriber will connect to either MC
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or PC. The equation ∑Ii=1 RimXim ⩽ Rtm and ∑Ii=1 RipXip ⩽ Rt p represent that total allocated
resources can not larger than the total resources of MC and PC, and the value of Rtm and Rt p
are depend on the system bandwidth. ηRt p ≤ ∑Ii=1 RipXip represents that PC load should be
larger than threshold η , otherwise PC will be switched off.
Sub-Optimisation Problem The optimisation problem become a NP-hard problem be-
cause the total number of PCs and subscriber are enormous in the real network, but the
optimisation problem will not be difficult to determine the best PCs combination in small
scale. Due to the difficulty of solving the optimisation problem, optimisation problem
can be decomposed into some sub-optimisation problems. According to the scenario, sub-
optimisation problem will be considered as the scenario that a set of PCs are deployed within
one MC coverage. Due to the PC’s transmission power will not be set in high level, the
transmission distance is limited. Therefore, one group of PCs will not cause significant
interference to the other PCs group. Meanwhile, major interference will come from MCs,
but the parameters of MCs will not be changed in most of the situation. Therefore, the
interference from MCs can be considered as a constant. Therefore, the PCs can be divided
into many group to reduce the total number of solution. It can be seen that if there are p PCs
deployed within the CN. The total number of solutions will become Cp−np if n PCs shall be
switched off. It is assumed that the PCs can be evenly divided into m group the total number
of PCs in each group is p/m, the total solutions number will become C(p/m)−np/m . Compare
Cp−np with C
(p/m)−n
p/m , it can be seen that the total number of solution can be significantly
reduced. The time for finding the optimal solution can be reduced.
To achieve the global solution, the system needs to determine the best PCs combination in
each sub-optimisation first, and the best network’s PCs combination will equal to the sum of
the PCs combination in each PCs group. Therefore, m groups of PCs can be obtained, where
{P1,P2,P3...Pm} ∈ P, ∑Mm=1 Pm = P. The subscribers belong to the corresponding MC and
PCs group are defined as {I1, I2, I3...Im} ∈ I and
{
Ip1, Ip2, Ip3...Ipm
} ∈ I, where Im represents
the subscriber is served by MC m. Ipm represents the subscriber is under the coverage of
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MC m and belongs to the PCs group p, and ∑Mm=1 Im +∑
M
m=1 Ipm = I. It is assumed that
the switch-off PCs number is n in one PCs group, the sub-optimisation problem can be
represented as
max f (x) =
∑Imi=1 XimD
τ
i +∑
Pm−n
p=1 ∑
Ipm
i=1 XipD
τ
i
Ptm +∑Pm−np=1 Pt p
where XimDτi = XimRimlog2(1+SINRim)
XipDτi = XipRiplog2(1+SINRip)
(3.21)
st.

Xim +Xip = 1,∀m ∈M,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
∑Imi=1 RimXim ⩽ Rtm,∀m ∈M,∀i ∈ I
∑Ipmi=1 RipXip ⩽ Rt p,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
ηRt p ⩽ ∑Ipmi=1 RipXip,∀m ∈M,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
(3.22)
3.3.2 NP-Hard Proof
To prove the above optimisation problem is NP-hard, it shall prove that a relaxed instance
of the above optimisation is similar to the Capacitated Facility Location Problem (CFLP).
The original problem is summarised as follows. A set of the sites and a set of the customers
that denoted as s ∈ {1,2,3, ...,s} and c ∈ {1,2,3, ...,c}, and the customers shall be served by
the sites. Moreover, it denotes the cost of opening a site as Cos and cost Coc,s of assigning a
customer c to a site s. The capacity of each site is limited, and the maximum value is denoted
as Maxs. The CFLP problem is to use minimum cost to satisfy all customers demands under
the site’s capacity, and the CFLP problem is proved as a HP-hard problem [98] [99] [100].
Considering the optimisation in this chapter, it assumed that all subscribers should be
served, and the relaxed optimisation problem reduces to finding one set of BSs that can serve
all subscribers when total resources of one BS Maxs is limited. The cost of operating one BS
is Cos, and the resource for serving subscriber c by BS s is Coc,s. This problem is the same
with NP-hard problem, CFLP. Therefore, the above optimisation problem is NP-hard.
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3.3.3 Simulated Annealing
The SA algorithm is inspired by the annealing process in metallurgy. Annealing is a heating
and cooling process to get a certain size material and reduce product defects, the process will
gradually reduce temperature to control thermal equilibrium in each stage in order to obtain
the best structure [101]. SA algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1. The benefit of using SA
is due to the flexibility that SA can do with arbitrary systems and cost functions. Meanwhile,
its ability to find the global optimal solution will be the second reason of using SA to obtain
the best PCs combination, this algorithm will not stuck in any solution, the advantage of
this algorithm is the ability of jumping out from the local optimal solution. Moreover, the
algorithm has the strength of versatile because SA is not rely on any restrictive properties of
any model.
Algorithm 1: Simulated Annealing
• Initialise temperature T , and set Sbest = Srandom and Rbest = 0
for i = 1 do
Choose random solution Scurrent and calculate result Rcurrent
Calculate δ = Rcurrent - Rbest
if δ < 0 then
Sbest ← Scurrent , Rbest ← Rcurrent
else
Generate a Q, a random number between 0 and 1
if Q < exp (-δ / T) then
Sbest ← Scurrent , Rbest ← Rcurrent
else
Reject Scurrent and Rcurrent
Decrease the temperature T = T ∗Ratiodecrease
i = i+1
end
Algorithm will be stopped when temperature reach minimum value or meet some
stopping criteria
At the beginning of algorithm, it will set a temperature T and generate a random solution
Srandom for cost function, and the algorithm let the best solution Sbest equal to Srandom, the
corresponding value of cost function is marked as Rbest . At the first iteration, it will set the
iteration number as i = 1 and begin the SA algorithm. The second solution will partially
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change the previous solution, and the second solution will be marked as Scurrent , and the
corresponding cost function value will be calculated, marked as Rcurrent . Algorithm will
accept and record the solution if the value of cost function is smaller than the previous
solution’s value. If the value is larger than the previous solution’s value, algorithm will accept
the solution if the criterion exp(−δ/T )> Q is satisfied, where δ is the difference between
Scurrent and Sbest . Q is a random variable between (0, 1). If the criterion is satisfied, it will
marked Sbest = Scurrent and Rbest = Rcurrent . The reason of the algorithm will accept a worse
solution under a certain probability is to avoid the local maximum or minimum value that
it might stop the algorithm to find the global maximum/minimum value. According to the
expression exp(−δ/T ), the larger value of T , the algorithm will have a higher chance to
accept worst solution. Because the T will be decreased, the accepting chance will become
smaller. At the end of the iteration, the temperature will be reduced according to the
Ratiodecrease and repeat the above algorithm. The process will repeat until the temperature
reaches minimum value or some stopping criteria are satisfied.
3.3.4 Cell Selection via Simulated Annealing
Solutions generation
Different PCs combination will become the solutions in SA, and the performance of each
PCs combination will be tested in each iteration. In two consecutive iteration, only part of
the PCs status will be changed, closed to opened or opened to closed. The following part
will show how the PC status is changed between two PCs combinations.
One Pico cell switched off In the case of only one PC shall be changed to close status in
one iteration. All PCs combinations are generated as follows. After the first PCs combination
is chosen, for example, 1,2,3,4, ..., p−1, which is shown in the figure a) of Figure 3.2, and
the red colour PC p means the corresponding number PC will not be selected, and it will be
set as closed status. In the next iteration, the next PCs combination will be changed based
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21 3 p-1 p
21 3 p-1 p
Figure a) The first PCs combination (one PC will not be selected)
Figure b) The second PCs combination (one PC will not be selected)
Fig. 3.2 Solutions generation. (one PC will not be selected)
on the first PCs combination, the last PC p will be chosen and changed the status to opened,
and the second of the last PC p− 1 will not be selected and changed the status to closed.
Therefore, the second PCs combination will become 1,2,3,4, ..., p−2, p, which is shown in
the figure b) of Figure 3.2. As you can see the number will jump to the previous PC in each
iteration, and this process will be continues until the number is decreased to the first number,
which is 1, and the PCs combination is 2,3,4, ..., p. By applying the above method, all the
possible PCs combinations can be tested in each iteration.
Multiple Pico cells switched off In the case of more than one PC will not be selected in
each PCs combination, the PCs combinations will be tested group by group. The solutions
generation in each group is shown as follows. For example, if three PCs will not be selected
in each SA iteration, the first group of PCs combinations are shown in Figure 3.3 from figure
a) to d). The first PCs combination is chosen as what it shows in figures a) of Figure 3.3, and
the last three PCs will not be selected, which is marked as red colour. After the first PCs
combination is tested in SA. The second PCs combination will be selected as what it shown
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Figure c) The third PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
Figure d) The forth PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
Figure b) The second PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
Figure a) The first PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
21 3 4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
21 3 4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
21 3 4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
21 3 4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
Fig. 3.3 Solutions generation. (more than 1 PC will not be selected)
Figure c) The third group of PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
Figure b) The second group of PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
Figure a) The first group of PCs combination (three PCs will not be selected)
21 3 p-4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
21 3 p-4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
21 3 p-4 p-3 p-2 p-1 p
Fig. 3.4 Solutions switching.
in figure b) of Figure 3.3. The figure b) shows that the status of PCs p−3 and p−2 are both
changed in this PCs combination, the PC p−3 is changed from opened to closed, and PC
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p−2 is changed from closed to opened. The remaining PCs are maintain the same status with
the previous PCs combination. The PCs combinations in figures c) and d) show how the next
two PCs combinations will be changed, both PCs combinations only change two PCs status
in each PCs combination. After the SA test the performance of PCs combination in figure
d), the solution will continue to test the following group of PCs combinations. The process
of changing from one group of PCs combination to another group is shown in Figure 3.4,
the figure a) shows first PCs combination in the previous group, which is the same as figure
a) of Figure 3.3. The figure b) of Figure 3.4 shows the first PCs combination of next group,
as what it shows in figure b), the starting PC is p−3. The all three PCs will more forward
again after the current group of PCs combinations are all tested. As what the figures shown
in Figure 3.4, three red colour PCs are all moved one number forward. After the second
group of PCs combinations are tested, it will repeat the same process, and all three PCs will
move again in the next group, which is shown in figure c) of Figure 3.4. This process will
continue until the starting PC number reach 1, and all the possible PCs combinations can be
tested in SA.
Simulated annealing for cell selection algorithm
Applying the SA algorithm in PCs selection to determine the best PCs combination, the
modified algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. Let’s set the total number of PC as p, and it is
assumed that there are n PCs in low-load status after the system collects load information
from the network, satisfying the condition that Lp < η . Therefore, the total possible number
of PCs combinations is Cp−np , and each PCs combination can be obtained by applying the
above PCs combination generation method.
The system chooses the first solution from Cp−np and estimates the EE of the PCs combi-
nation, denoted as Ecurrent . The algorithm will set the initial temperature, which is denoted
as T .
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Algorithm 2: Cell Selection via Simulated Annealing
• Set n = 0
if Lp < η then
n = n+1
• Calculate the total number of n
• Choose a solution from Cp−np , marked as Scurrent , and calculate the corresponding
energy efficiency, marked as Ecurrent
• Set the initial temperature T
• Set Ebest = Ecurrent , Sbest = Scurrent
for i = 1 do
Change the solution based on the solution algorithm and denote as Scurrent , set the
corresponding EE as Ecurrent
if Ebest < Ecurrent then
Sbest ← Scurrent ,Ebest ← Ecurrent
else
Compute δ = Ebest - Ecurrent , and P = exp( -δ / T )
if Q < P, then
Sbest ← Scurrent ,Ebest ← Ecurrent
else
Reject Scurrent and Ecurrent
• T = T ∗Ratio
• i = i+1
end
Algorithm will be stopped when temperature reach minimum value or all Pico Cells
combinations are tested
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Due to the first test in the algorithm, it will set Sbest = Scurrent and Ebest = Ecurrent .
After the first iteration is finished, the system will estimate EE with the remaining PCs
combinations. By applying the above PCs combination generation method, the method
will partially change the previous PCs combination, marked as Scurrent , and the algorithm
will calculate the corresponding cost function value, marked as Ecurrent . If the new Scurrent
can achieve a better EE value, algorithm will accept the current PCs combination and the
corresponding EE value, denoted as Sbest and Ebest . However, if the value of Ecurrent is not
higher than the recorded value Ebest , the system will calculate the value of δ = Ebest−Ecurrent
for the equation P = exp(−δ/T ). The system will only accept Scurrent and Ecurrent if and
only if the value of P larger than a random variable Q, which is distributed between (0,1).
If the above condition is satisfied, it will set Sbest = Scurrent and Ebest = Ecurrent . After one
iteration is finished, the algorithm will decrease the temperature T according to the preset
decreased ratio in the algorithm. The algorithm will be stopped when all PCs combinations
are tested or the temperature reach the minimum value.
3.4 Simulation Result with Single MC and Multiple PCs
3.4.1 Scenario
It is assumed that the scenario is set in a light-traffic demand period with a single MC
deployment, and a set of PCs are deployed in MC edge to provide access points, which is
shown in Figure 3.5. The x axis and y axis represent the size of the scenario, one pixel within
the figure represents 800x800 square meter. The z axis represents the received signal strength
from BSs. The colour is changed from yellow to deep blue, and the lighter colour represent
better received signal strength. The peak within the figure will be location of the MC and
SCs. In this scenario, 25% subscribers are uniformly distributed within MC coverage, and
the remaining subscribers are uniformly distributed within the set of PCs coverage. Each
traffic type takes 33% in the subscriber group, and subscriber’s location is fixed during the
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Fig. 3.5 Single macro cell and multiple pico cells scenario.
Table 3.1 Simulation parameters
Parameters Value
Carrier Frequency 1800MHz
System Bandwidth 20MHz
Number of Resource Block 100
Load Threshold for Simulated Annealing 30%
Macro / Pico Cells Number 1 / 8
Macro Cell Transmission Power 46dBm
Pico Cell Transmission Power 24dBm
Noise Power -174dBm/Hz
Path Loss Model Free Path Loss Model
Traffic Type 200Kbps/400Kbps/600Kbps
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simulation. The switch-off load threshold is set 30% to trigger the SA algorithm. The preset
load threshold is set as 30% to trigger the SA algorithm to select the best PCs combination,
and the other simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.1.
3.4.2 Simulation Result
Figure 3.6 shows the EE in each iteration when different PCs combination is chosen. At
the beginning of SA, simulation result shows that some PCs combinations provide worse
EE than the previous combination, but the algorithm still accept these PCs combinations
when T is still a large value. However, the T is decreased with the increasing number of
iteration, algorithm will have a smaller chance to accept worst PCs combinations. It can
be seen that high value of T will let algorithm move out the local maximum area, which is
shown in Figure 3.6 with the first and second peak. In each PCs combination, the subscriber’s
SINR might not be identical, and the allocated resources will be influence by the SINR, more
subscribers can connect to the network if network has higher spectrum efficiency.
Fig. 3.6 Simulated annealing.
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3.4.3 Pico Cells Combination
Fig. 3.7 Original active PCs. Fig. 3.8 Best PCs combination. (PCs : 2, 3,
6, 7)
Fig. 3.9 PCs combination. (PCs: 1, 6, 7, 8) Fig. 3.10 PCs combination. (PCs: 1, 5, 6, 8)
After total number of switch-off PCs is determined by the system, 4 PCs are under the load
threshold in the simulation. Therefore, C48 kinds of PCs combination can be obtained. Figure
3.7 shows the original PCs deployment. Each EE will be calculated in the algorithm, part
of the PCs combinations are shown in Figures 3.8-3.12. Compared with the original active
PCs and other PCs combination, the simulation result shows that the best PCs combination is
PCs 2, 3, 6 and 7, which is shown in Figure 3.8. The remaining figures show the other PCs
combinations but it cannot provide higher EE than the PCs combination in Figure 3.8.
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Fig. 3.11 PCs combination. (PCs: 1, 3, 6, 7) Fig. 3.12 PCs combination. (PCs: 1, 3, 5, 7)
3.4.4 Simulation with Increased Load
In this section, it will set up different traffic type users to simulate different load scenario.
There are total three different type of user in the scenario, called type 1, type 2 and type 3.
Larger number of the traffic type will require higher downlink speed within the simulation,
and the traffic demand is defined as followed, type 1 subscribers will require 200kbps
downlink during the simulation, and type 2 and type 3 subscribers will require 400kbps and
600kbps downlink speed. It sets total 120 subscribers within MC coverage, and it sets 33%
of the subscribers in each traffic type. In this simulation, the number of type 3 subscriber will
be slightly increased to represent the increasing traffic demand within the network, and it
resets half of the type 1 subscribers to type 3. Therefore, the total traffic demand in downlink
is increased. Figure 3.13 shows the EE in each iteration when SA is applied to determine the
best PCs combination.
Based on the preset load threshold, the system will switch off 4 PCs. It can be seen
that EE will be increased because of the higher resources utilisation under the condition of
the same number of PCs are switched off, which is shown in Figure 3.13. The orange line
has higher EE than the blue line at the end of the simulation, maximum value of EE will
be obtained if all PCs reach 100% resources utilisation. The increased number of type 3
subscribers will force the system to utilise more resources to match the increasing traffic
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Fig. 3.13 Increase type 3 subscribers.
demand. After the selected PCs are switched off, the traffic is redistributed to the remaining
PCs.
The comparison is made to show the resource utilisation, resource utilisation in three
scenarios are shown in Figure 3.14, the original scenario with normal setting in BSs and
subscribers, the scenario with uniform subscribers distribution in three traffic types and high
percentage of traffic type 3 subscribers. Resources utilisation is shown in Figure 3.14 that the
resources utilisation in original scenario is 44%. After 4 PCs are switched off, the resources
utilisation is increased to 65% with uniform traffic type, the EE is increased due to the power
for operating the BSs is reduced, but the total serving subscribers is not changed. In the last
simulation, 69% resource utilisation with the increased number of type 3 subscribers. The
higher resource utilisation can be obtained due to the empty resources within the network
even some of the PCs are switched off, and these resources can be used for serving the
increased traffic demand. The simulations in three different scenarios show that the PCs
switch-off strategy can improve the EE of network and resources utilisation.
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Fig. 3.14 Resources utilisation.
3.5 Simulation Result with Multiple MCs and PCs
3.5.1 Scenario
In this section, let’s consider the scenario that four MCs and four sets of PCs are deployed
within the scenario. Each PC set will contains 7 PCs, and one PC set will be deployed within
one MC coverage, which is shown in Figure 3.15. In Figure 3.15, The x axis and y axis
represent the size of the scenario, one pixel within the figure represents 1000x1000 square
meter. The z axis represents the received signal strength from BSs. The colour is changed
from yellow to deep blue, and the lighter colour represent better received signal strength. The
peak within the figure will be location of the MC and SCs.the 33% subscribers are uniformly
distributed within MC, the remaining 66% are uniformly distributed within the PC coverage.
Subscribers require downlink service during the simulation, and the location is fixed during
the simulation. The load threshold is set 30% to trigger the SA to switch off low-load PCs.
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Fig. 3.15 Multiple macro cells and pico cells.
3.5.2 Simulation Result
Figure 3.16 shows the initial load status of PC. According to the preset load threshold for
triggering SA, some PCs are under 30% load, which is PCs 2, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21
and 25. Based on the preset PCs group, the switch-off PC number in each group is 2 PCs in
first group, 3 PCs in second group, 3 PCs in third group and 1 in last group. The simulations
result in each group is shown in the following Figures 3.17 - 3.20, the figures show that the
EE in each can be slightly improved.
3.5.3 Pico Cells Combination
Due to each MC will contains 7 PCs, the PCs are distributed as followed. From MCs 1-4,
each MC will contain the number of 1-7, 8-14, 15-21 and 22-28 PCs. According to the above
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Fig. 3.16 Pico cells load status.
Fig. 3.17 Simulated annealing in macro cell 1 and pico cells 1-7.
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Fig. 3.18 Simulated annealing in macro cell 2 and pico cells 8-14.
Fig. 3.19 Simulated annealing in macro cell 3 and pico cells 15-21.
setting, Table 3.2 shows the best PCs combination in each MC-PCs group, and the number
in each row of the table represents the active PC’s number. According to the SA, these PCs
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Fig. 3.20 Simulated annealing in macro cell 4 and pico cells 22-28.
Table 3.2 Pico Cells Combination
Macro Cell and Pico Cells Group Pico Cells Combination
Macro Cell 1/ Pico Cells:1-7 1, 3, 4, 5, 6
Macro Cell 2/ Pico Cells:8-14 9, 13, 14
Macro Cell 3/ Pico Cells:15-21 15, 16, 19
Macro Cell 4/ Pico Cells:22-28 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28
combinations can provide the best EE to the system. The original low-load PCs are 2, 5,
8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21 and 25, but the system makes the decision to switch off PCs 2
and 7 in group 1, PCs 8, 10, 11, 12 in group 2, 17, 18, 20, 21 in group 3 and 24 group 4.
It can be seen that the switch-off PCs is different with the original low-load PCs. The PCs
combination is made based on the PCs and subscribers location, it will not only consider the
load of the PCs.
Take group 1 as an example, the original active PCs location and the location of the best
PCs combination in the first MC-PCs group are shown in Figures 3.21 - 3.28. The PCs 2, 5,
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Fig. 3.21 Original pico cells group 1. Fig. 3.22 Group 1 after simulated annealing.
Fig. 3.23 Original pico cells group 2. Fig. 3.24 Group 2 after simulated annealing.
Fig. 3.25 Original pico cells group 3. Fig. 3.26 Group 3 after simulated annealing.
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Fig. 3.27 Original pico cells group 4. Fig. 3.28 Group 4 after simulated annealing.
7 are closed to each other, and the location of PC 5 is in the middle of PCs 2 and 7. If the
system switches off the original low-load PCs 2 and 5, the subscribers within PC 2 coverage
need to be connected to the remote PC 7, the subscribers will suffer from the high path loss.
The PC 7 needs to allocated more resources to the subscribers to satisfy the subscribers’
downlink speed. Therefore, instead of switching off original low-load PCs, the system will
let PC 5 stay in active mode and switch off PCs 2 and 7, and the traffic from PCs 2 and 7
will be transferred to PC 5 after PCs 2 and 7 are switched off. It can be seen that even PCs
are switched off for energy saving, it will not cause any influence to the subscribers, and the
system can use minimum resources to serve the subscribers. Meanwhile, the location of PCs
could become a important benefit because one PC might cover a larger area when surrounding
PCs are switched off. If the PC is located in the central of all subscribers, the path loss will
not be a high value, and PC can use minimum resources to serve the subscribers.
3.5.4 Resources Utilisation and Energy Efficiency
Figure 3.29 shows load of each PC after the system switches off some light-load PCs. The
original active PCs number is 28, which is shown in Figure 3.16. After SA, the system will
switch off 11 light-load PCs for energy saving. Compared with Figure 3.16, Figure 3.29
shows that the remaining PCs’ load is increased because the load from the switch-off PCs is
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Fig. 3.29 Load of pico cells after simulated annealing.
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Fig. 3.30 Resources utilisation of pico cells.
redistributed to the remaining PCs. The distance between subscribers and the remaining PCs
will be changed after some of the PCs are switched off. Meanwhile, the air interface of the
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Fig. 3.31 Energy efficiency after simulated annealing.
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Fig. 3.32 Energy efficiency in thirty simulations.
scenario is also changed, causing the value of subscriber’s SINR is different. According to
Equation 3.19, if the SINR value is changed, the allocated resources will not be the same
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anymore. Due to the closest PCs are switched off, the SINR value will less than before, and
it will force PCs to utilise more resources to serve same amount of the subscribers. It means
more free BS’s resources will be used to serve the existing subscribers, causing the higher
resources utilisation in Figure 3.30. Therefore, switch-off strategy will improve the resources
utilisation, the resource utilisation before and after switched-off strategy is 44% and 71%.
The improvement is significantly.
Equation 3.15 shows the definition of the EE, the EE can be improved by wither improving
the total throughput of the network or reducing the total energy consumption. Due to the
total number of subscribers and required downlink are fixed in the scenario, the only way of
improving the EE is by reducing the total energy consumption of the network. Figure 3.29
shows that the total active PCs number is reduced from 28 to 17, 11 PCs’ power is saved
after the SA algorithm, and the energy consumption is reduced. Therefore, the EE can be
improved because the total throughput is a fixed value in the numerator, and the value of
denominator is less than before. The EE improvement of the network is shown in Figure
3.31, the network uses less energy to serve the existing subscribers, the original EE is 0.119,
and after some the light-load PCs are switched off the EE achieve 0.1273 , improving 6% EE.
Figure 3.32 shows the EE improvement in thirty simulations, the minimum EE improve-
ment it can obtain is 4% among thirty simulations, the highest EE improvement is 37%. The
EE improvement difference between every simulation is because the subscribers and the
PCs will be redistributed in each simulation. The traffic distribution will not be identical. In
the minimum EE improvement simulation, the small value of EE improvement is mainly
because the subscribers are placed far away from the PCs, and more PCs shall be operated
to serve the subscribers. However, the PCs switched-off strategy via SA algorithm can still
improve the EE of the network, and the average EE improvement in these thirty simulation is
17.06%. The above discussion shows the way of measuring EE, given the condition of total
number of subscribers and required downlink are fixed, the meaning of average 17.06% EE
improvement means that average 17% of the total number of PCs can be switched off, and
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maximum 37% of the total number of PCs can be switched off among thirty simulations, one
third of the PCs are switched off without reducing the overall network performance.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, low-load PCs are switched off to reduce the energy consumption, and SA
algorithm is proposed to choose the best PCs combination, aiming to achieve optimal EE.
The optimisation problem is considered as a combination problem that the system going to
select a certain number of PC from the PC group to serve the current subscriber. However,
the optimisation problem will become a NP-hard problem with large number of PC and
subscriber. Therefore, sub-optimisation problem is formulated to reduce the computation
complexity, considering the scenario that a set of PCs are deployed within MC coverage.
In SA algorithm, the cost function value will be estimated when system choose a new
PCs combination, and the algorithm will accept the new PCs combination if the value of
cost function is larger than the previous PCs combination. Moreover, algorithm will accept
worst PCs combination if the criterion is satisfied, aiming to avoid the local maximum valuer,
but the accepting chance will be reduced when the iteration is increased. After all PCs
combinations are tested, the best PCs combination can be obtained.
The simulation result gives the conclusion that the system might not achieve the best
EE if the original low-load PCs are switched off. Because the subscribers might connect to
other remote PC after the low-load BSs are switched off, and the system shall allocate more
resources to provide sufficient service. Due to the chosen PCs’ locations are different in each
PCs combination, the subscriber’s SINR might not be identical in each PCs combination. On
the aspect of resources utilisation, the traffic is redistributed to neighbour PCs after low-load
PCs are switched off. The simulation also shows that the EE can be improved when resources
utilisation is increased given the same number of PCs are switched off. From the aspect of
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energy saving, compared with full power PCs, the energy consumption of network can be
reduced.

Chapter 4
Energy Efficiency Enhancement via
Naive Bayesian Classifier Traffic
Prediction
4.1 Introduction
In the last two decades, mobile phone becomes an affordable product to the public, and
advanced wireless technology creates a new way for information exchange. However, the
original BS deployment cannot match the growing traffic demand, and a new type of low
transmission power BS, PC is deployed within MC coverage to provide extra access point [82].
This new type network architecture will become a complicated network system because the
complicated air interface. Moreover, the increasing number of BS will consume considerable
energy, and the energy consumption problem becomes a top issue to the network operators.
However, the traffic demand in the urban city is changed frequently, especially in high
subscribers density area. Therefore, PC switch-off strategy in light-traffic period is proposed
in the previous chapter to improve the EE and resources utilisation. Traffic demand is similar
to the car traffic that it is growing proportional with the increasing number, and the growing
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traffic will bring many new challenges to network operators, such as traffic congestion, power
consumption etc [102]. A small number of PCs cannot provide sufficient capacity if traffic is
increased, the system should activate more PCs to provide regular coverage and service [103].
Therefore, an accurate traffic prediction result should be obtained to let the system informs
the switch-off PCs return to regular transmission power to serve the increasing subscribers.
The traffic prediction in CN will be more difficult when subscriber is moving randomly.
Traditional method, Markov model is utilised to predict the traffic when the subscriber is
moving within the network [50]. However, it only calculates the transition probability from
one BS to the remaining BSs, and the subscriber information is not consider in the prediction.
If the system needs a reliable prediction result, subscriber information should be considered.
In [104], Bayesian network is applied to predict the car traffic, the probability of each state
is calculated, and the prediction result will be made based on the probability of the state.
The NBC is a probabilistic model, and it is widely used in many other areas. In [105], NBC
is proposed to discover the network failure by analysing user data. The collected user data
will help the system to detect the failure within the network. NBC is utilised to classify load
of BS in [106], the system can determine the low-load BS by different BS’s feature, and it
will switch off low-load PCs for energy saving. The Bayesian model is applied in [107] to
predict the mobility based on the occurrence of the link duration before break between two
nodes. The parameters of average encounter rate and node degree are collected to predict the
velocity of node [108].
Traffic pattern is complicated and vary significantly in real CN, depending on time and the
location of BS [109]. Inspired by [105], [106], [107] and [108], the subscriber’s information
can be collected and utilised for traffic prediction. Moreover, traffic could be predictable due
to the subscriber might have a fixed moving pattern and behaviour around their working place.
Based on the data collection, analysis and learning, subscriber’s features can be utilised to
determine the traffic pattern in specific timing. The system can know the incoming traffic
with specific timing, and it can appropriate modify PC’s transmission power to prepare the
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incoming traffic. New techniques, like ML technics are proposed to utilise in CN [110]. NBC
is utilised in this chapter to predict subscriber’s destination via serval collected subscriber’s
features. According to the probability of each BS, NBC can provide the prediction result
when a new subscriber data is collected. The result will be utilised for BS transmission
power modification, PC’s transmission power is increased proportional to the growing traffic,
increasing the coverage of PC. The simulation will show the prediction accuracy via NBC
and EE improvement after the transmission power is modified.
The remaining parts are organised as the following structure. Section two will describe
the system model, including the notation, description of scenario and the system process.
NBC model will be introduced in Section three, including the derivation. Data analysis and
traffic prediction via NBC will be shown in this section. Section four will show the traffic
prediction result. Section five will introduce the power modification model, and this section
will show the energy consumption and EE after the power of PC is modified. The last section
will draw the conclusion.
4.2 System Model
4.2.1 Notation
Let’s consider a HetNet with two BS tiers, MC tier and PC tier, a set of PCs are deployed
within MC coverage, and let’s denote a set of PCs P and a single MC M, where {1, 2, 3,
...p} ∈ P. Let’s define the subscriber group, {O1,O2,O3, ...Oi}, and each subscriber Oi will
contain up to d subscriber features, where {o1,o2,o3, ...od} ∈ Oi.
4.2.2 Scenario
The scenario will begin with a light traffic demand, the MC and PCs deployment is shown in
Figure 4.1. Two horizontal axes represent x and y value in the figure, and the value represent
the pixel. In this figure, one pixel will represent 10 meters. Meanwhile, the vertical axis
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represents the signal strength from nearby base stations, it can be represented by dBm. The
MC will provide a basic coverage, and PCs are deployed in the high traffic demand area
during the working hours.
Fig. 4.1 Scenario.
11 PCs are deployed within MC coverage, the locations of the PCs are the highest points
in Figure 4.1, the yellow one on the top right corner is the location of the MC. Meanwhile, it
is assumed that PCs 6 and 8 have respective metro exits in their coverage, which is shown
in Figure 4.2 as a grey colour square. In this scenario, subscriber will first appear in either
one of the metro exits, and it is assumed that half subscribers will appear in PC 6, and the
remaining subscribers will appear in PC 8. Except the PCs 6 and 8, the remaining PCs are
considered as subscriber’s destination, and the probability of subscriber reaches each PC is
assumed to be identical. During the subscriber movement, it will be served by either PC or
MC, and the serving BS is determined by the strongest received signal strength from PCs
and MC. It is assumed that the starting timing is 8:45, and each subscriber will appear in
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Fig. 4.2 Routes.
these two metro exits with different timing, and the ending time is set 15 minutes after the
beginning timing. In each time slot, same amount of subscriber will appear in the two exits,
and all subscribers attempt to reach the destination before 9:00.
Table 4.1 Pass pico cells between starting pico cell and ending pico cell.
Pass Pico Cells
Starting pico cell Ending pico cell Pass pico cell number
6 1 6-5-1/6-2-1
6 2 6-2
6 3 6-2-3/6-7-3
6 4 6-2-3-4/6-7-3-4
6 5 6-5
6 7 6-7
6 9 6-10-9
6 10 6-10
6 11 6-7-11
8 3 8-4-3/8-7-3
8 4 8-4
8 7 8-7
8 11 8-7-11
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It is assumed that the subscriber will have the following moving pattern. No matter if
the remaining time is insufficient or not, subscriber will walk to the destination with high
speed. If the remaining time is insufficient, subscriber will walk slowly to close PCs group.
The subscriber will not have any specific moving pattern if the destination is in close PC
group and remaining time is sufficient. The pass PCs between metro exits and destination
are shown in Table 4.1, and routes are shown in Figure 4.2 as solid line. In this scenario, the
subscribers requires different level of downlink service. During the walking, it is assumed
that the downlink requirement is inversely proportional to the walking speed.
4.2.3 System Process
Subscriber data collection  Collection
Data gathering within the system
Appearing 
times is larger than a certain 
number?
FilteringSave the subscriber data
same user appear 
again in same location
Delete the data
Analysis
Analyse the subscriber data
PredictionPredict traffic based on analysis result
Yes Yes
No
No
Create and update the analysis result
Fig. 4.3 User data base Naive Bayesian classifier prediction process.
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The system process will include four parts, data collection, filtering, analysis, and
prediction, which are shown in Figure 4.3.
Collection The main function of this phase is to collect the subscriber’s data when they
connect to the network. According to the total number of connected BS, it can create a data
matrix to store the subscriber’s data for analysis. The size of the data matrix will be (n+m)
× d, n+m represents the connected BS, and d represents the total number of subscriber’s
feature. The historical data matrix of subscriber i in the network from PC pn to pn+m can be
represented by the following matrix.
Hn,m =
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
(4.1)
where hnd represents the subscriber i is served by PC pn, and the value of feature d is collected
by the PC. Hn,m represents the daily movement from PC n to PC n+m. If the subscriber
appears again in the network, this subscriber’s feature will be recorded. Therefore, it can
be seen that there will be five sets of subscriber data during the working day, and traffic
prediction will be made based on this collected data. The subscriber’s features will be
walking speed, downlink, remaining time and direction in this chapter.
Filtering Commuters who work in a specific place are the ideal subscribers’ data for
analysis and traffic prediction. The routine movement and appearing timing can be considered
as a fixed pattern, such as fixed paths from one place to the other, and commuters also have
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a pattern on time domain because they will frequently appear in a certain timing, such as
the time around working hours. The filtering part is proposed to prevent the system utilises
temporary subscriber’s data to determine the pattern and use for the traffic prediction. The
data of tourist will not suitable for traffic prediction because most of them will only appear
in the same location a few times, and this data cannot construct a specific traffic pattern. The
temporary data might reduce the prediction accuracy. Therefore, when subscriber’s data is
collected by the system, part of the data will be filtered before it moves to the next phase.
However, data will not be deleted immediately, and it will be saved for a short period to
prevent some new subscribers might not have record before. If new subscriber frequently
appears in a specific location, the system will also transfer this subscriber data into data
analysis phase and uses it for traffic prediction.
Analysis and Prediction The data analysis phase will analyse the subscriber’s data and
determine the characteristic of feature, and the analysis result will be utilised for the traffic
prediction. The data analysis phase can be considered as the preparation of prediction. The
detail of analysis and prediction phases are shown in the following section.
4.3 Traffic Prediction via Naive Bayesian Classifier
4.3.1 Naive Bayesian Classifier
The NBC is a probabilistic classifier with a high computational efficiency, based on the
previous collected data, the classification result can be obtained, and NBC is widely utilised
for the prediction. The advantage of using NBC is this classifier does not need too much
training data [111], the data issue will not be a main problem when subscribers number in
urban city is huge. However, the subscribers in remote area is little, it will take a long period
to construct a reliable prediction model to predict the user destination. By applying NBC,
the predictor can work even the amount of data is limited. Moreover, the NBC can use both
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continues and discrete data to predict the subscriber’s destination, the features are chosen
depending on the reliability of providing accurate subscriber’s destination. Therefore, it
can not promise that the features will be only continues data or discrete data. Therefore,
NBC will become a ideal predictor that it can use both data type. Meanwhile, compared to
the K-Nearest Neighbour classifier (KNN), NBC is a fast model to predict the subscriber’s
destination [112], and it can be used for real-time prediction. It is important to obtain the
subscriber’s destination within a short period because some of the subscribers will move
quick within the network, such as the subscribers in metro or railway station. The NBC
has such ability to provide the prediction result instantly, and the network system can react
one step forward than the subscribers to prepare the incoming traffic.Therefore, the above
advantages can greatly help the traffic prediction in CN.
The classifier is based on Bayes theorem and constructed on the assumption that features
are mutually independence [41] [108] [113]. Based on the scenario, subscriber Oi contains d
mutually independence features. Therefore, the object can be represented by the following
relationship.
Oi = (o1,o2,o3, ...,od) (4.2)
In this chapter, the objective is used to determine the subscriber i reaches one PC’s prob-
ability given a set of collected features value (o1,o2,o3, ...,od). Let’s define the prediction
result as Rp, which is the probability of subscriber reaching one PC’s probability. Therefore,
if p PCs are deployed in the scenario, system will provide the same number of probability
outcomes p(Rp | Oi). According to the Bayes theorem, the probability can be represented by
Equation 4.3.
p(Rp | Oi) = p(Rp∩Oi)p(Oi) (4.3)
Another equation can be obtained.
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p(Oi | Rp) = p(Oi∩Rp)p(Rp) (4.4)
Therefore, according to Equation 4.4, the following equation can be obtained.
p(Oi∩Rp) = p(Oi | Rp)p(Rp) (4.5)
Because p(Rp∩Oi) = p(Oi∩Rp), let’s combine the Equations 4.3 and 4.5, it can obtain
the following equation
p(Rp | Oi) = p(Oi | Rp)p(Rp)p(Oi) (4.6)
where p(Rp | Oi) is called posterior probability, p(Oi | Rp) is called likelihood, p(Rp) is
called prior probability and p(Oi) is called evidence.
The object Oi contains d features, and the subscriber’s features value can be calculated
based to the observation, and the probability of each feature can be represented as p(o1 | Rp),
p(o1 | Rp),... p(od | Rp). Therefore, the probability of p(Oi | Rp) can be obtained. p(Rp)
represents the probability of subscriber reaching one PC. Based on the assumption that the
subscriber will have the same probability to reach each PC, it means that p(R1) = p(R2) =
p(R3) = ....p(Rp). The denominator p(Oi) can be represented as
p(Oi) =
p
∑
1
p(Rp)p(Oi | Rp) (4.7)
Because the denominator does not depend on the Rp when the features od are given, and
denominator can be considered as a constant. Therefore, the probability p(Rp | Oi) only
needs to consider the numerator.
Let’s consider the joint probability p(Oi | Rp) in Equation 4.3, and it can be represented
as
p(o1,o2,o3, ...,od,Rp) = p(o1 | o2, ...,od,Rp)p(o2,o3, ...,od,Rp) (4.8)
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p(
n⋂
k=1
Ak) =
n
∏
k=1
p(Ak |
k−1⋂
j=1
A j) (4.9)
The chain rule is shown in Equation 4.9, and let’s apply the chain rule in Equation 4.8,
the numerator can be represented by the following equation
p(o1,o2,o3, ...,od,Rp) = p(o1 | o2, ...,od,Rp)p(o2,o3, ...,od,Rp)
= p(o1 | o2, ...,od,Rp)p(o2 | o3, ...,od,Rp)
p(o3, ...,od,Rp)
= p(o1 | o2, ...,od,Rp)p(o2 | o3, ...,od,Rp)
...p(od−1 | od,Rp)p(od,Rp)p(Rp)
(4.10)
Based on the assumption of each feature is mutually independent, one feature oi will only
realtive to the probability Rp, it means that the remaining feature can not cause any influence
to the Rp. Therefore, and the following relationship can be obtained
p(o1 | o2,o3, ...,od,Rp) = p(o1 | Rp) (4.11)
Therefore, the numerator in Equation 4.10 can be represented as
p(Oi | Rp) =
d
∏
1
p(od | Rp) (4.12)
Let’s combine Equations 4.7, 4.12, the following equation can be obtained that it repre-
sents the observed object reach one PC’s probability.
p(Rp | Oi) = p(Rp)∏
d
1 p(od | Rp)
∑p1 p(Rp)p(Oi | Rp)
(4.13)
As it mentioned before, the denominator will be considered as a constant if the value of
the feature is known, it means that only the numerator will influence the value of p(Rp | Oi).
Therefore, the objective of classifier is to determine which PC has the highest probability
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p(Rp | Oi) given a set of features value (o1,o2,o3, ...,od) from subscriber Oi. If the system
contains p PCs, classifier can provide the same number of probability. The prediction
problem can be represented by the following expression
Rp = argmax
{1,2,3...,p}
p(Rp)
d
∏
1
p(od | Rp) (4.14)
When subscriber’s features are collected by the system, it will generate corresponding
PC’s probability based on the previous collected data. If subscriber’s features value is similar
to the previous collected data, the probability will be a large value. NBC will choose the
highest PC’s probability as the prediction result, and it represents the subscriber might move
to this PC.
4.3.2 Features Value Analysis
After the temporary subscriber’s data is filtered by the system, the remaining data will be
transferred to analysis phase, and the analysis result is stored in the system. The features will
be categorised into two parts, continues features and discrete features in this chapter.
Continues Feature In this chapter, the features of walking speed, downlink and remaining
timing are considered as continues features. When subscriber appears in either PC 6 or 8,
the subscriber will connect to the starting PC first, and the subscriber features value will
be recorded. Therefore, the probability of these features can be calculated. The collected
subscriber features value between PC 6 and PC 1 is shown in Table 4.2.
After the system collects the subscriber features values, it will calculate the mean µ and
variance σ2. Based on the scenario, starting PCs are 6 and 8, and subscriber will move to the
remaining PCs. Therefore, 2 × p PCs combination can be obtained. The Table 4.3 can be
obtained after the features are analysed by the system, the table shows the mean and variance
of each feature in each PCs pair.
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Table 4.2 Subscriber features between pico cell 6 and 1.
Subscriber information
Subscriber No. Speed (m/s) Downlink (dps/s) Remaining time (mins)
8 1.79 86 8:52
11 2 64 8:45
15 1.70 86 8:47
16 2.04 64 8:46
27 1.75 86 8:59
31 1.5 102 8:57
38 1.5 111 8:56
43 1.3 126 8:58
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
989 1.4 121 8:50
994 2 64 8:49
998 2 64 8:49
Table 4.3 Mean and variance of subscriber features value in each pico cells combination.
Collected subscriber features value
Pico Cell Mean(speed) Variance(speed) Mean(downlink) Variance(downlink) Mean(time) Variance(time)
6-1 1.68 0.04 94.03 0.452xe3 8.7 15.9
6-2 0.74 0.02 240.8 1.176xe3 8.6 15.6
6-3 1.27 0.02 141.7 0.5xe3 11.7 3.7
6-4 1.28 0.01 140.9 0.278xe3 11.6 3.6
6-5 0.8 0.01 215.43 0.9xe3 7.3 19
6-7 0.7 0.02 241.88 1.42xe3 7.47 19.1
6-9 1.24 0.01 144.8 0.398xe3 5.5 11.3
6-10 0.76 0.02 236.2 1.44xe3 8.1 20.9
6-11 1.21 0.01 149.3 0.35xe3 11.88 6.32
8-3 1.25 0.02 143.9 0.46xe3 6.73 16.6
8-4 0.74 0.02 240.1 1.19xe3 7.6 16.8
8-7 0.7 0.01 241.9 1.07xe3 6.8 17.7
8-11 1.65 0.06 99.6 0.756xe3 8.8 16.4
Discrete Feature The subscriber’s moving direction is considered as discrete feature value
in this chapter. It is assumed that there are four directions, which are north, east, south and
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west. According to the subscriber’s moving direction, the direction indicator will assign
the direction to subscriber after they connect to the starting PC. Therefore, subscriber has
only one direction when subscriber chooses the path to their destination. Let’s define the
Ds−ei j as the direction of subscriber Oi when subscriber moves from PC s to PC e with the
direction j. The direction value will equal to 1 if subscriber moves to their destination with
the corresponding direction, 0 otherwise. ∑i∈I Pi = 1 Therefore, probability of direction
feature o j can be calculated. According to the Equation 4.15, the probability of direction
feature is shown in Table 4.4.
p(o j | Re) =
∑Ii=1 D
s−e
i j
∑Ii=1∑
J
j=1 D
s−e
i j
, where ∀ j ∈ J (4.15)
Table 4.4 Direction Feature Probability.
Direction
Base station North East South West
6-1 0.458 0 0 0.541
6-2 1 0 0 0
6-3 0.7 0.3 0 0
6-4 0.42 0.57 0 0
6-5 0 0 0 1
6-7 0 1 0 0
6-9 0 0 1 0
6-10 0 0 1 0
6-11 0 1 0 0
8-3 0.5 0 0.5 0
8-4 1 0 0 0
8-7 0 0 1 0
8-11 0 0 1 0
After the data analysis, these probability distributions will be utilised for the traffic
prediction. Meanwhile, the system will continue to collect data for updating. By doing
this, the influence from the changing environment can be reduced, improving the prediction
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accuracy. Moreover, if any subscriber appears in a certain location larger than a threshold,
this subscriber data will be put into analysis.
4.3.3 Traffic Prediction
The traffic prediction will be made based on the collected subscriber’s data. After the system
collects a subscriber data from the network, it will determine which PC parameters can match
the new subscriber data, and it will provide the prediction that the predicted PC has the
highest probability. It is assumed that these features are followed Gaussian distribution and
mutually independent. Therefore, the probability distribution of subscriber feature p(od | Rp)
given the feature od can be calculated by Equation 4.16.
p(od | Rp) = 1√
2πσ2d
exp(
−(od−µd)2
2σ2d
) (4.16)
According to the Equation 4.16, the higher probability can be obtained if the collected
subscriber feature is similar to the prior collected feature value, otherwise the feature value
will be small, and it represents this feature can not match the characteristic of this PC. If
one subscriber contains d features, the same number of features probability distribution
p(o1 | Rp), p(o2 | Rp), p(o3 | Rp), ...p(od | Rp) can be obtained in one PC. After all features
probability sum together, the classifier will choose the highest probability PC as the prediction
result. Therefore, if p PCs are deployed within the network, one subscriber feature od
will have up to p probability distribution in different PC, where p(od | R1), p(od | R2),
p(od | R3),... p(od | Rp). According to Equation 4.14, classifier needs to determine the value
of ∏d1 p(od | Rp), and the prediction result will be made depending on which PC has the
highest probability.
The feature chosen is crucial in NBC, the advantage of NBC is that many features involve
the prediction. Although part of the subscriber features might not accurate or related to
the previous collected data, the NBC can slightly minimise the influence because the final
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probability is the sum of all features probabilities. Moreover, it can be seen that if the
system chooses uncorrelated features for traffic prediction, the prediction accuracy will be
significantly reduced. It is because the probability of one uncorrelated feature reaching one
destination will not generate a certain pattern, and the unpredictable probability will goes up
and down that it will lower the combined probability in the final step of the prediction. The
other downside is the increased data storage and the calculation time, the time will spend on
these features that will not bring any contribution to the user destination prediction.
4.4 Simulation Result
The simulation result is shown in the following figures, including the collected subscribers
data, prediction accuracy with different randomness and different features.
4.4.1 Features Value of Pico Cell
Fig. 4.4 Average walking speed in pico cell
6.
Fig. 4.5 Average downlink in pico cell 6.
Figures from 4.4 to 4.9 show the mean of walking speed and downlink and remaining
time after the system collects and analyses the subscriber features, and each starting PC has
its distinct characteristics. According to the figures, the PCs can be divided into two groups,
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Fig. 4.6 Average remaining time in pico cell
6.
Fig. 4.7 Average walking speed in pico cell
8.
Fig. 4.8 Average downlink in pico cell 8. Fig. 4.9 Average remaining time in pico cell
8.
remote PC group and close PC group. Take average walking speed of PC 6 as an example,
the remote PCs has faster walking speed than the close PCs, which is above 0.8 m/s in Figure
4.4. PCs 2, 5, 7 and 10 are close to starting PC 6, the average walking speed is moved up
and down by 0.8 m/s. Moreover, subscriber will require less downlink when they walk with
high speed, which is shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.8. According to these features value, the
prediction accuracy is 65%. Due to the similar features value in some PCs, the system cannot
distinguish the difference because the probability of one features is very closed to each other
in serval PCs. For example, one user might reach one PC with a certain speed, but this speed
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Fig. 4.10 Prediction accuracy in different distance pico cell group.
might be recorded in many other PCs as well. Take starting PC 6 as an example, the PCs 2, 5,
7 and 10 have similar features value in walking speed, which is shown in Figure 4.4. When
the system calculates the feature’s probability, each PC has similar value of ∏d1 p(od | Rp),
and the classifier will provide the wrong prediction. The similar situation can be found in
the Figure 4.6 that bars 1 and 2 have closed value. Figure 4.10 represents the prediction
accuracy in different distance group, and 2 PCs are chosen, which are the PC 1 in remote PC
group and PC 2 in close PC group. According to the figure, it can be seen that the prediction
accuracy in remote distance group is much higher than close distance group, 91% prediction
accuracy in PC 1 and 12% in PC 2. It can be seen that the selected features cannot distinguish
the difference in the close PC group. Meanwhile, the features value in remote PC group is
more distinct than close PC group, the system will have fewer chance to make the wrong
prediction. Therefore, a well-chosen feature should has ability to distinguish the difference
among similar PCs.
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4.4.2 Prediction with Direction Feature
Fig. 4.11 Prediction accuracy improvement with direction feature.
Due to the system cannot distinguish the difference in close PC group, the following
section will bring the direction feature into traffic prediction. Table 4.4 shows the probability
of subscriber’s direction feature after the system analyses the collected data. After the
direction feature is added into the prediction, the overall prediction accuracy is increased
to 92%. The Figure 4.11 shows the prediction accuracy comparison between the previous
PCs, PC 1 and PC 2. The figure shows that PC 2 prediction accuracy is increased to 89%,
77% improvement. Because the direction feature can let the system distinguishes the similar
PCs in close PC group. After the system determines the subscriber will move to the close
PC group, the direction feature can let the system further predict the subscriber movement.
It can be seen that the direction feature build a strong connection between PCs and feature
value, and it helps the system to distinguish the difference in close PCs group.
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However, if the classifier only utilises direction feature to predict subscriber destination,
the prediction accuracy has only 38%. Although direction feature bring a great contribution
in prediction accuracy increment, but if the prediction is only made by direction feature, the
feature cannot tell the difference when some PCs are located in the same direction. Take
starting PC 6 as an example, the PCs 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all on the north side, and classifier will
contain 4 possible destinations if the subscriber’s direction feature shows the north direction,
but direction feature can not tell the difference among these 4 PCs.
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Fig. 4.12 Prediction accuracy of thirty scenarios.
The NBC is used in multiple scenarios to test the prediction accuracy, NBC is applied
in thirty different scenarios and the prediction accuracy is shown in Figure 4.12. From the
figure, it can be seen that the worst and the best prediction accuracy can be obtained are 86%
and 93.2%. The average prediction accuracy is 90.8%. The multiple simulations can clearly
show that the prediction can be significantly improved and stable above 90% prediction
accuracy. It can conclude that the features of walking speed, downlink and remaining time
are utilised to distinguish the difference in distance, and the direction feature can help the
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system further distinguishes the difference when PCs are in the same group. Combining
these features can significantly improve the prediction accuracy.
4.4.3 Prediction Accuracy with Different Randomness
Fig. 4.13 Prediction accuracy with uncorrelated feature.
The prediction can be made based on the assumption that data should have a certain
pattern. To destroy the pattern, the number of random moving subscriber data will be
increased in this section, and the prediction accuracy should be higher with less randomness.
The random user will not contain a certain moving pattern, it means that the user will walk in
high speed, and it requires a significant downlink service. Moreover, the destination of user
will not related to the user’s remaining time. When this kind of random user data is used to
generated the pattern, it will not match the original pattern, and the combined pattern will
be different than before. When this kind of pattern is used to predict the user destination,
the impact will be severe. In the simulation, the randomness is set 33% at the simulation
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beginning, and 20% random data will be decreased in each simulation, and the prediction
accuracy is shown in the Figure 4.13. According to the figure, the system can provide high
prediction accuracy with less random data, and the prediction accuracy can achieve 88%
when the data set contains 13% random data. The prediction accuracy cannot achieve 100%
even no random data within the data set because some PCs still have similar features value.
4.4.4 Predicted Traffic Distribution
Fig. 4.14 Predicted incoming traffic of pico cells.
The subscriber’s walking speed has already collected by the system. Therefore, the
system can inform the PC about the incoming traffic with specific timing given the distance
between two PCs is known. Figures 4.14 shows the predicted traffic distribution via NBC.
The figure shows the traffic demand in some PCs is higher than other PCs because these PCs
are located in the area that it will receive traffic from two starting PCs. Some of the PCs do
not have high traffic demand because of location is in the scenario edge, and they do not
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have the common route from two starting PCs. Moreover, the figure shows that the traffic is
heavy in some specific time slot because subscribers have different walking speed, and they
might arrive at some PCs in the same time slot. Due to the prediction error, it will cause the
difference between predicted traffic distribution and actual traffic distribution. Based on the
simulation, the total number of resources distribution error is 380. Since the system will give
PCs about the wrong incoming traffic information, the power modification cannot perfectly
achieve the objective.
4.5 Transmission Power Modification via Traffic Predic-
tion
4.5.1 Transmission Power Modification Process
Traffic prediction and power modification will be combined to reduce network energy
consumption, the process is shown in the Figure 4.15. According to the traffic prediction
result in the previous section, the system will inform the corresponding PC to increase the
transmission power to prepare the incoming traffic. The collection, analysis and prediction is
the same with Naive Bayesian classifier process. The power modification will focus on the
power modification based on the prediction result from NBC, the system will inform the BS
the incoming traffic with a specific timing. If the current power level is not enough, the PC
will increase the transmission power to prepare the incoming traffic, otherwise the power
will not be modified.
4.5.2 Load Adaptive Power Model
Operating all PCs at full power during light-traffic demand period will waste energy. The
load adaptive power model is proposed to modify the transmission power proportional to the
load of PC.
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Fig. 4.15 Transmission power modification process via traffic prediction.
Load Model Let’s define the load model for the further utilisation in load adaptive power
model, the required downlink of subscriber is defined as Di, SINROi represents the SINR of
subscriber. Therefore, by following the Shannon channel capacity equation, the required
bandwidth BOi can be obtained, which is shown in Equation 4.17.
BOi = Di/ log2(1+SINROi) (4.17)
Let’s define the load of PC as the total allocated resources of subscribers divided by the
total resources number of PC, which is shown in Equation 4.18.
Lp =
∑i1 XiBOi
Rt p
(4.18)
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Rt p represents the total resources of PC. Xi will equal to 1 if subscriber Oi is connected
to PC p, 0 otherwise.
Load Adaptive Power Model The power of PC will be modified based on the prediction
result from NBc. For energy saving purpose, the transmission power of PC will be set
proportional to the load of PC. Let’s define the incoming traffic of PC p as L′pt in specific
timing t. Therefore, the incoming traffic of PC in t time slot can be represented as Lpt =
Lp(t−1)+L′pt . Let’s define the transmission power as Pt . Follow the load adaptive model, the
load adaptive power of PC can be obtained, which is shown in Equation 4.19 [114].
Pp = LpµPt +(1−µ)Pt (4.19)
Fig. 4.16 Power of pico cells.
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where µ represents the load adaptive factor. According to the equation, it can be seen
that the higher value of the µ , the load of PC can cause deeper influence on power. PC will
consume a fixed energy if µ = 0, and the transmission power will be completely influenced
by the load when µ = 1. Moreover, the energy consumption can be significantly reduced
because some PCs can be completely switched off if the load is 0. Therefore, the system only
needs to increase the transmission power when traffic demand is growing. The advantage of
adding this load adaptive factor is that the system or the technician can modify the factor to
increase or reduce the correlation between transmission power and the load.
According to the prediction result, Figure 4.16 shows the transmission power of PC when
the load adaptive factor is equal to 1 in the simulation. The value of time axis begins to
increase after the simulation starts, and the value is match with the remaining time in the
reverse way. It means that the 15 mins remaining time is equal to 1 of the time axis in Figure
4.16. The power of pico cells axis shows that value of the pico cells’ power when the time
goes in the simulation. The trend of the increased power will proportional to the increased
cell load to serve increasing number of user.
4.5.3 Operated Transmission Power and Load
Load of Pico Cells The Figure 4.17 shows the load of PC during the simulation, and the
number 12 represents the load of MC. The load of each PC continue growing when increasing
number of subscribers appear within the network. According to the Figure 4.17, it can be
seen that most of the PCs are approaching 100% load at the end of the simulation. Moreover,
the load of MC is increased fast at the beginning of simulation because most of the PCs are
operated in low power level. When subscribers are moving to their destination, subscribers
will be served by the MC rather than the closest PC. The load of MC will be reduced after
the power of PC is back to regular level, the coverage of PC is expanded to absorb the MC’s
traffic.
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Fig. 4.17 Load status of pico cells.
Operated Transmission Power According to the traffic prediction result, the predicted
traffic distribution in each time slot can be obtained. The system will apply the load adaptive
power model to modify the PC’s transmission power. The modified transmission power of
each PC is shown in Figures 4.18-4.23, from time slot 1 to 5. The reason of focusing on PCs
6 and 8 is mainly because high-traffic area only occurs in the coverage of PCs 6 and 8 in the
beginning of the simulation, and the subscribers will first appear in these PCs. It means the
load of PCs 6 and 8 will continues grow up. When simulation time goes, user will move and
end in the remaining PCs, causing the increased load of the remaining PCs At the beginning
of the simulation, the transmission power of two PCs is set at a medium level. In the second
time slot, the subscribers will begin to move to the nearby PCs. Therefore, some of the PCs
near PCs 6 and 8 begin to increase the transmission power to serve the incoming subscribers.
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Fig. 4.18 Transmission power of pico cells
in first time slot.
Fig. 4.19 Transmission power of pico cells
in second time slot.
Fig. 4.20 Transmission power of pico cells
in third time slot.
Fig. 4.21 Transmission power of pico cells
in fourth time slot.
Moreover, some of the high walking speed subscribers might move to a remote PCs, which
is PC 1 in the corner, the system will inform the corresponding PCs to slightly increase the
transmission power. In the following time slots, because subscribers continue to appear in
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Fig. 4.22 Transmission power of pico cells
in fifth time slot.
Fig. 4.23 Transmission power of pico cells
in sixth time slot.
the starting PCs, the traffic demand in PCs 6 and 8 are still in the medium or high level in the
simulation, and the transmission power is modified proportional to the load of their load. It is
worth to notice that the traffic demand in the overlapping area is heavy during the simulation
because traffic will come from PCs 6 and 8, the PCs within this area will be operated at the
high power. However, some of the remote PCs might not operated in full power.
4.5.4 Energy Consumption and Energy Efficiency
The Figure 4.24 and 4.25 show the total energy consumption of PCs and the EE comparison
after the strategy is applied in the network.
Energy Consumption The load adaptive power model is applied to change the transmis-
sion power of PC, the total energy consumption of PCs will be different with different value
of load adaptive factor. The lines in Figure 4.24 represent the total energy consumption of
PCs of the original and the factor equal to 0.5 and 1, which are represented by blue, orange
and yellow lines. From the figure, it can obtain the energy consumption difference at any
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Fig. 4.24 Total energy consumption of pico cells.
time with any load adaptive factor. Moreover, the figure can also tell the energy consumption
difference of the entire simulation by calculating the area difference between two lines.
Meanwhile, the figure also tells some other information. For example, orange and yellow
lines have lower energy consumption than blue line, more energy can be saved when the
load adaptive factor is increased, especially in light-traffic period, which is shown in the
figure from 1 to 5. In the figure, the energy consumption of original network in time slot 1 is
11, and the energy consumption of red line and yellow line in time slot 1 is 1.34 and 6.17.
Therefore, it can obtain the energy consumption difference are 9.66 and 4.83. However, the
energy reduction will become smaller due to the traffic demand is increased. The PCs shall
be operated in normal transmission power to serve the increasing traffic. At the end of the
simulation, the energy consumption of red line and yellow line are 10.77 and 10.54. The
energy consumption difference with the original network is 0.23 and 0.46.
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Therefore, the energy consumption difference is limited when the simulation reach the
end. It can be seen that the energy reduction is significantly during the traffic demand is light.
The load adaptive power model cannot reduce too much energy consumption when traffic
demand is heavy. However, it can save 33% of the energy in the entire simulation length.
Fig. 4.25 Energy efficiency.
Energy Efficiency Follow the EE model in chapter 3, section 3.2.7. It defines the EE as
the total network throughput divided by the total network energy consumption, which is
calculated as bits per joule. The EE comparison is made in Figure 4.25 to show the EE
difference between original network and load adaptive factor is applied in the simulation.
The blue line represents the EE in the original when all PCs are operated in full transmission
power, and load adaptive factor is set as 1, which is represented by the red line. According
to Figure 4.25, it can be seen that the load adaptive factor can significantly influence the
energy consumption. In the original network, the EE in first time slot is 0.35, and 0.44 with
factor value 1, the improvement is significant. Because MC is operated to provide coverage,
and the power of PC can be set as low, the subscribers who move outside the PCs 6 and 8
coverage can be served by the MC. In the following time slots, the transmission power of
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some PCs should be gradually increased to let more PCs to serve the increasing number
of subscribers, and the EE difference will be only 0.04 at the end of the simulation. It can
be seen that the load adaptive power model cannot work efficiently in high-traffic demand
scenario. However, the EE improvement can achieve 4.7% during the entire simulation, and
most of the improvement is achieved in light and mid traffic period, which is time slot 1 to
12.
To conclude, the simulation shows that the load adaptive power model can sufficiently
work in low and mid traffic demand scenario, the EE improvement is significant. However,
when the traffic demand is increased, all PCs need to increase transmission to serve subscriber,
and the effort of load adaptive power model is limited.
4.5.5 Energy Efficiency in Different Scenarios
Fig. 4.26 Scenario two.
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Two more scenarios are put into test to estimate the EE of the proposed method. Except
the starting PCs are remain the same with the previous scenario, the paths and the destination
of the subscribers are reset. The next two scenarios will follow the same method to predict
the subscriber’s destination and modify the power of PCs.
Scenario Two The scenario two is shown in Figure 4.26, and the paths between PCs and
subscribers are changed, the detail of the paths is shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Pass pico cells between starting pico cell and ending pico cell in scenario two.
Pass Pico Cells
Starting pico cell Ending pico cell Pass pico cell number
6 1 6-4-1/6-2-1
6 2 6-2
6 3 6-4-3
6 4 6-4
6 5 6-5
6 9 6-10-11-9/6-5-9
6 10 6-10
6 11 6-10-11
8 3 8-10-4-3/8-7-3
8 4 8-10-4
8 9 8-7-11-9/8-10-11-9
8 10 8-10
8 11 8-10-11/8-7-11
The EE of scenario two is shown in Figure 4.27. The blue colour line represents the
EE of the original network, and the red colour line represents the EE of the network when
the transmission power is proportional to the predicted load of the PCs. Compared with the
original network, the EE improvement of the total network is 4.4% with 33% energy saving.
Scenario Three The scenario three is shown in Figure 4.28 with the new paths between
PCs and sucscribers, the detail of the paths is shown in Table 4.6.
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Fig. 4.27 Energy efficiency of scenario two.
Fig. 4.28 Scenario three.
The EE of scenario three is shown in Figure 4.29. The blue colour line represents the EE
of the original network, and the red colour line represents the EE of the network after the
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Table 4.6 Pass pico cells between starting pico cell and ending pico cell in scenario three.
Pass Pico Cells
Starting pico cell Ending pico cell Pass pico cell number
6 2 6-2
6 3 6-2-3/6-7-3
6 5 6-5
6 7 6-7
6 9 6-7-9/6-10-9
6 10 6-10
8 1 8-4-1
8 3 8-4-3/8-7-3
8 4 8-4
8 7 8-7
8 9 8-7-9/8-11-9
8 11 8-11
Fig. 4.29 Energy efficiency of scenario three.
transmission power is modified according to the predicted load of the PCs. It can be seen
that compared with the original network, the EE improvement of the total network is 3.9%.
Meanwhile, it can save 30% of the total network energy consumption.
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In three different scenarios, the EE improvement is 4.7%, 4.4% and 3.9%, the average
improvement is 4.3%. The reason of causing the EE improvement difference depends on the
location of the PCs and the paths. The number of remote PC will cause some impacts on
the total energy consumption is mainly because the closed PCs shall be operated to serve
the incoming subscribers, these subscribers will go to both remote and closed PCs. In three
scenarios, there are only two remote PCs in scenario three, and three remote PCs in scenarios
one and two. Therefore, more closed PCs will force the network to increase the total network
power rapidly due to the closed PCs will be the first serving BS for short or long distance
subscribers. Moreover, another minor impact comes from the paths because the chance of
reaching every PC is the same, it means if more than one PCs can take part of the traffic from
the nearby PCs, the operated power of PC can be reduced. However, the EE improvement is
still significant, and the simulation results prove that the proposed method can sufficiently
reduce the energy consumption of the network, improving the EE.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, it proposes the NBC to collect and utilise subscriber’s data to predict the traffic
distribution in CN, the features of walking speed, downlink, remaining time and direction are
collected when subscriber connect to the network. After some subscribers’ data is filtered
by the system, the remaining subscribers’ data will be analysed and utilised for the traffic
prediction, and it can determine a strong correlation between subscriber features and PC. The
walking speed, downlink and remaining time can help the system to distinguish the distance
difference between starting location and ending location. However, these features can not
help the system to distinguish the difference when some PCs are classified in the same group.
Therefore, direction feature is added to improve the prediction accuracy. After the direction
is added into prediction, the system can distinguish the difference even some PCs are in the
same group. Based on the simulation, it can conclude that if the prediction is made by the
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single feature, the prediction accuracy is unsatisfied. However, if it put all features into traffic
prediction, significant enhancement in prediction accuracy can be obtained.
After the system obtains the traffic prediction result via NBC, the system can foresee the
traffic growing in each PC. If some PCs only need to serve a small number of subscribers,
these PCs can be operated in low power. Therefore, load adaptive power model is proposed
to modify the transmission power of PC. The power of PCs will be increased proportional to
the predicted load of PCs to match the growing traffic demand. During light-traffic period,
some of the PCs can be switched off for reducing energy consumption, the subscribers can be
served by the MC rather than the PC. When the network traffic demand is continues growing,
the system will inform the corresponding PC to increase transmission power. According to
the simulation results, it shows that it can significantly reduce the energy consumption of
network, and it also shows that the EE can be improved when the traffic demand is light, the
load adaptive power model cannot perform well in high-load scenario.

Chapter 5
Spectrum Efficiency Improvement via
Joint Transmission and Cell Range
Expansion
5.1 Introduction
The advanced wireless technology causes the fast-growing traffic demand in the CN. In order
to match the demand, different type of low power BS is deployed within HeNet to increase
the network capacity and extra access points. When subscriber appears in cell edge, weak
received signal strength and high interference from other BSs degrade the user experience.
Moreover, The interference in HeNet will become more severe because multiple BSs from
different tier might generate interference to the subscriber in downlink. Therefore, cell edge
performance will become a challenge to network operators.
To tackle worst downlink performance in cell edge, JT is proposed to mitigate the
interference from other BSs. This technique will inform multiple BSs to transmit signal to
one subscriber to improve the downlink performance, typically the cell edge performance.
Subscriber in cell edge will simultaneously receive signals from two or even more BSs
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to enhance SINR. Therefore, JT requires same amount of resources from serving BS and
cooperative BS. However, the traffic is not uniformly distributed within the network, resources
might have already assigned to the cell central subscriber, cooperative BS might not have
sufficient resources to execute JT. If the system force cooperative BS to allocate resources
for JT, central subscribers cannot receive sufficient resources. Not only the subscriber cannot
get satisfied service from the network but also the overall network performance degradation.
Moreover, if subscribers chooses a remote BS as cooperative BS, cooperative BS can only
provide a weak signal to subscriber, the improvement is limited. Therefore, the problem of
insufficient resources in cooperative BS should be tackled in JT.
The uneven traffic distribution might cause the problem of traffic congestion in coopera-
tive BS, executing JT might reduce the overall network performance. The unbalanced traffic
demand could reduce the resources utilisation and user experience, balancing the traffic is
considered as one of the key features in SoN. Meanwhile, some BSs only serve for a small
number of subscribers, when high-load BS appears in the network, many options can be
chosen, offloading the traffic to neighbour BSs or low-tier BSs. Due to the difference in
transmission power, subscriber might have higher chance to connect to the MC, and the
traffic cannot sufficiently offload from MC. CRE is proposed to offload the traffic from MC
to low-tier BSs [115] - [118], the bias is added into user association to change the serving BS
of subscriber without increasing the transmission power. In [119], the research shows that the
optimal performance can be achieved with carefully chosen bias in CRE. The coverage can be
changed when the power of PC is increased or large bias is added into cell selection scheme
[120]. Therefore, CRE can be utilised to tackle the traffic congestion in cooperative BS when
resources are insufficient for JT, the cell edge performance and resources utilisation can be
improved without degrading overall network performance, and subscriber does not need to
choose remote BS as cooperative BS. The system chooses MC as cooperative BS, after traffic
sufficiently is offloaded to low-tier BS, JT can be frequently applied to improve the cell-edge
user downlink performance. If PC is chosen to participate JT, bias can be modified to reduced
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the offloading traffic ratio from MC. Therefore, the system should modify the bias based on
the BS tier of cooperative BS. However, the load balance problem will become a NP-hard
problem with large number BSs and subscribers, the flow water algorithm is applied in MC
to solve load balancing problem, the algorithm will offload the traffic to the lowest-load BS,
CRE bias will be estimated after the algorithm has chooses the target BS. The algorithm will
be stopped until the load difference reaches minimum value. The simulation will show the
gain from JT after the traffic congestion is tackled.
The remaining parts are organised as the following structure. Section 5.2 will describers
the system model. Section 5.3 will introduce the JT, including the the problem of insufficient
resources in cooperative BS. CRE will be introduced in section 5.4. Section 5.5 and section
5.6 will show the offload traffic via CRE, and the gain from JT. Section 5.7 will give the
conclusion of this chapter.
5.2 System Model
5.2.1 Notation
Let’s consider a HeNet is deployed with multiple MCs and PCs, Let’s denote a set of
MCs and PCs, where {1,2,3, ...m} ∈ M and {1,2,3, ...p} ∈ P. Meanwhile, let ’s denote
the interference from MCs and PCs, where {1,2,3, ...m} ∈M′ and {1,2,3, ...p} ∈ P′. The
subscriber group is defined as {1,2,3, ...i} ∈ I. In JT, let’s consider that the cooperative BSs
from MCs {1,2,3, ...m} ∈Mco and PCs {1,2,3, ...p} ∈ Pco.
5.2.2 Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio
Let’s consider the subscribers i is connected to BS, which is determined by the strongest
received signal strength [121]. The received signal strength of subscriber is estimated by
path loss model, and the model is described below.
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Free Space Path Loss Model Free space path loss model is utilised in this chapter to
estimate the transmission loss in free space, the equation of free space path loss can be
represented by the following equation in terms of dB
FSPL = 10log10((
4πd f
c
)2)
= 20log10(
4πd f
c
)
= 20log10d +20log10 f +20log10(
4π
c
)
= 20log10d +20log10 f −147.55
(5.1)
where d is measured in units of metres and f is measured in units of hertz. c represents
the speed of light. Therefore, received signal strength in subscribers side can be obtained
given the transmission power is known.
SINR The SINR equation is shown in Equation 5.2
SINR =
S
I +N
(5.2)
where S represents the received signal strength at subscribers location, which is estimated
by the free space path loss model. I represents the interference from the remaining BSs,
and N represents the background noise. Therefore, according to the Equation 5.2, SINR of
subscriber i which is connected to serving MC m or PC p can be represented by the following
equation.
SINRim =
PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGip +∑
P′
p=1 PipGim +σ2
(5.3)
SINRip =
PipGip
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(5.4)
where the transmission power of MC and PC are denoted as Pim and Pip. Gim and Gip
represent the channel gain when the subscriber connects to the corresponding BS, which
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includes path loss only. σ2 denotes the noise power. Therefore, it can obtain the subscribers
SINR in any location within CN, and it will be used to estimate the downlink performance
and calculate the throughput.
SINR in Joint Transmission Let’s assumed that up to n BSs will transmit signal to one
subscriber simultaneously. According to Equation 5.2, S represents the received signal
strength. Therefore, the subscriber will receive signal from MC m, and more than one BS’s
(cooperative BS) signal in JT, when the system chooses MC as cooperative BS, the SINRimm
can be represented as
SINRimm =
PimGim +∑Mcom=1 PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(5.5)
The SINR expression can be obtained when JT is executed between MC and PC, which
is shown in Equation 5.6. Moreover, after the role of serving BS and cooperative BS is
exchanged, serving BS m and cooperative BS p or the reverse way. The following equations
can be obtained, which is shown in Equation 5.7.
SINRimp =
PimGim +∑Pcop=1 PipGip
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(5.6)
SINRipm =
PipGip +∑Mcom=1 PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
(5.7)
5.2.3 Throughput
According to the Shannon channel capacity equation [122] [123], which is shown in the
following equation, the subscriber’s throughput can be obtained.
C = B× log2(1+SINR) (5.8)
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where B represents the allocated bandwidth of subscriber. Let’s denote the throughput of
subscribers i as Ti, the throughput can be represented by the following equation.
Ti = Rimlog2(1+SINRim) (5.9)
where Rim represents the allocated resources. Therefore, the throughput of JT can be
represented by Equation 5.10 - 5.12 with respective serving BS and cooperative BS.
Timm = Rimlog2(1+
PimGim +∑Mcom=1 PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
) (5.10)
Timp = Rimlog2(1+
PimGim +∑Pcop=1 PipGip
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
) (5.11)
Tipm = Riplog2(1+
PipGip +∑Mcom=1 PimGim
∑M
′
m=1 PimGim +∑
P′
p=1 PipGip +σ2
) (5.12)
5.2.4 Load Model
The load model is followed the model in Chapter 3 [89]. Let’s define the load of BS as
occupied resources divided by total resources of BS. Let’s set the load of MC and PC as Lm
and Lp, the load can be represented by Equation 5.13 and 5.14.
Lm =
∑Ii=1 RimXim
Rtm
(5.13)
Lp =
∑Ii=1 RipXip
Rt p
(5.14)
where Rim and Rip represent the allocated resources in respective BS. Total resource
block of MC and PC are denoted as Rtm and Rt p. Xim and Xip equal to 1 when the subscriber
i is connected to the respective BS, otherwise 0.
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5.3 Joint Transmission with Different Cooperative Base Sta-
tion
5.3.1 Scenario
Fig. 5.1 Scenario.
Let’s consider the scenario that four MCs are deployed within the network, and the
subscribers are uneven distributed within the scenario. The scenario is shown in Figure
5.1. One subscribers appear in MC 1 edge, which is shown in Figure 5.1 as blue dot. The
subscriber begins to move to the MC 3 centre, the direction is shown in Figure 5.1 as arrow
line. 8 movements will be simulated in the simulation, the subscriber will move one point
in one time slot. Moreover, for the analysis simplicity, the remaining will be considered as
stable during the simulation. During the movement, the received signal strength from the
serving MC is getting worse.It is assumed that the downlink performance can not match the
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subscriber’s demand, JT need to be executed to improve the downlink performance. The
remaining 3 MCs will become the potential cooperative BSs, but the load of each MC is
different, which is shown in Table 5.1. Two MCs are suffer from traffic congestion, it means
that these MCs cannot provide sufficient resources for executing JT.
Table 5.1 Load of macro cells.
Macro cells load
Macro cells Number Load
1 66%
2 95%
3 100%
4 34%
5.3.2 Simulation Result
The following simulation results will show the JT gain and throughput change in respective
cooperative BSs with three different scenario. The JT gain and throughput lost when MC 2 is
selected as cooperative BS are shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. JT gain and lost when MC 3 is
selected as cooperative BS are shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, JT gain when MC 4 is selected
as cooperative BS are shown in Figure 5.6.
Macro Cell 2 According to the location of MC 2 in Figure 5.1, it is the most remote BS to
the moving subscriber, and Figure 5.2 shows the gain from JT if the system chooses MC 2 as
cooperative BS, the moving subscriber can obtain a certain throughput gain from JT, but the
gain has a decrease trend. Moreover, the subscriber is moving to the opposite direction of MC
2, and the received signal strength will getting weaker due to the increasing distance between
BS and subscriber, and it causes the decreased JT gain given the subscriber’s allocated
resources is unchanged.
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Meanwhile, 95% load in MC 2 indicates that the resources shortage issue occurs in
cooperative BS. If the system force MC 2 to participate JT, the allocated resources for central
subscriber will reassign to JT subscriber, and it will cause the throughput loss due to the
spectrum efficiency better between the central subscriber and cell-edge subscriber, and the
throughput loss in MC 2 is shown in Figure 5.3. The increased throughput loss is caused by
the higher path loss when subscriber is moving out the coverage of MC 2.
Fig. 5.2 Joint transmission gain from macro
cell 3.
Fig. 5.3 Throughput lost with cooperative
macro cell 3.
Macro Cell 3 If the cooperative BS is determined by the strongest received signal strength
from the remaining MCs. According to the scenario, MC 3 will be the first and best option
due to the lower path loss than the remaining MCs. Compared with the other MCs, the
moving subscriber can obtain the highest gain due to the subscriber can receive optimal
received signal strength from cooperative BS and less interference from the other MCs,
the gain of JT is shown in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that the gain will be increased when
subscriber is moving toward MC 3 centre, obtaining higher spectrum efficiency. The line in
Figures 5.4 shows that the trend is completely different with the trends in Figure 5.2 and 5.6
because the subscriber is moving towards MC3.
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In the second scenario, the load of MC 3 is 100%, it means that MC 3 will face the
same issue as MC 2, the resources is insufficient for executing JT. However, the situation is
different with MC 2, and the loss only occur in the first three time slot (1-3) in Figure 5.5.
At the beginning, the starting position of moving subscriber is within MC 1 coverage, the
received signal strength is weak. Compared with the throughput loss in MC 3, the throughput
gain in cooperative BS is insignificant. However, the total network throughput will increase
after the time slot 4 because the subscriber is moving to the MC 3 centre, and the received
signal strength will be improved due to the path loss is getting small. The increased spectrum
efficiency will let the JT gain larger than the throughput loss in cooperative BS. Moreover,
the subscriber will keep moving toward the central area of MC 3, the serving BS will change
from MC 1 to MC 3.
Fig. 5.4 Joint transmission gain from macro
cell 2.
Fig. 5.5 Throughput lost with cooperative
macro cell 2.
Macro Cell 4 In the next scenario, the cooperative BS is MC 4, and the resources is suffi-
cient among four MCs, only 34% load. Therefore, MC 4 does not have the problem of traffic
congestion, and the sufficient remaining resources can be allocated to the moving subscriber
without causing any impact to the serving subscribers. Meanwhile, even cooperative BS
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(MC 4) has to face the high path loss, the system can still obtains gain from JT. However, the
effort is little, which is clearly shown in Figure 5.6, it is almost the lowest JT gain in three
scenarios. Meanwhile, the gain will be decreased due to the subscriber is moving to the MC
3 centre, and not only the increased path loss but also the high interference will be obtained,
causing the worse spectrum efficiency.
Fig. 5.6 Joint transmission gain from macro cell 4.
It can be seen that if the cooperative BS is determined by the strongest received signal
strength, MC 2 and 4 will not be the first and best choice. However, according to the scenario,
even MC 3 will become the best option for triggering and participating the JT, the insufficient
remaining resources in MC 3 will cause the throughput loss. In this case, resources have
to reassign to the subscriber in cell-edge to execute JT, and the worse spectrum efficiency
will not bring significant high throughput to the system. It can not fully utilise the existing
BS’s resources. From the aspect of overall network throughput, even MC 4 will not cause
any throughput loss to the system, and subscriber can also obtain gain from JT, but MC 4
provides the lowest spectrum efficiency, considering MC 4 as cooperative BS will not be
the best option. Moreover, the problem will become severe if the load of MC 4 is increased.
Therefore, it shall find a way to balance the gain of JT and the throughput loss in cooperative
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BS. It can be seen that the best solution is to utilise resources of MC 3 to execute JT without
any throughput loss in cooperative BS. Therefore, the solutions for reducing the load of MC
3 will be investigated in the following sections.
5.4 Cell Range Expansion for Traffic Offloading
To execute the JT without network throughput degradation, technic shall be applied in
cooperative BS to tackle the problem of insufficient remaining resources. CRE is utilised in
this chapter the offload the traffic from MC to PCs, the detail will be described in detail in
the following section.
5.4.1 Cell Range Expansion
In HeNet, some cell association schemes are based on the Reference Signal Received Power
(RSRP), the subscriber will connect to the BS that it can provide the strongest RSRP. Due
to the power of MC is much larger than PC, fewer subscribers can be served by the PC.
Therefore, the resources of PC cannot be fully utilised [124], and the traffic cannot be
sufficiently offloaded from MC to PC. By adding bias in cell selection, the coverage of PC
can be expanded without increasing the transmission power [128]. Moreover, bias can be
modified to offload more MC’s traffic to low-tier BS [120]. Let’s denote RSRPBS as the
RSRP of BS, the cell association scheme can be expressed as
ServingBS = argmax
{M∪P}
{RSRPBS} (5.15)
The objective of CRE is to offload the traffic from MC to PC in this section, the bias
is added to force part of the subscribers connect to the PC [124]. The expression can be
represented as
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ServingBS = argmax
{M∪P}
{RSRPBS}+Biassc (5.16)
 Biassc = 0, if argmax{RSRPBS}in MC tier.Biassc ⩾ 0, if argmax{RSRPBS}in PC tier. (5.17)
In Equation 5.16, Biassc represents the offset for the cell association. Biassc will equal to
0 if the strongest RSRP is provided by the BS from MC tier, other Biassc ⩾ 0. The larger
value of Biassc will offload more subscribers from MC to PC. The Biassc calculation equation
can represented by Equation 5.18.
Biassc = RSRPs−RSRPc (5.18)
where RSRPs as the RSRP of subscriber from serving BS, and the second strongest RSRP
can be represented as RSRPc.
Therefore, the remaining resources of MC will be increased by the larger bias because
more traffic can be offloaded from MC, and MC can allocate more resources to its serving
subscribers. After the CRE is applied, the offloaded subscribers might suffer from high
interference in PC’s expanded area because of the short distance between subscribers and
MC. Meanwhile, the value of Biassc can not be too large because the coverage of PC is
limited by the transmission power. The downlink performance will even worse than before if
PC cannot assign more resources to the offloaded subscribers.
5.4.2 System Process
The system process can be divided into four phases, monitoring, estimation, calculation and
implementation, which is shown in Figure 5.7.
Monitoring In monitoring phase, followed the load model in section 5.2.4, the BS’s load
information will be reported to the system in a certain time period.
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Fig. 5.7 System process.
Estimation The system receives JT request, the first step is to determine the cooperative
BS, which is determined by the strongest received signal strength. After the decision is made,
the remaining resources in cooperative BS will be estimated. The JT will be executed if the
cooperative BS has sufficient resources, and the system will return to monitoring phase after
the JT is finished. It the remaining resources is insufficient, the system will move to the next
procedure.
Calculation The first step in calculation phase depends on the BS-tier of cooperative BS,
and the objective of this phase is to inform the corresponding BS to modify the bias to
achieve goal of load reduction.
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• Cooperative BS in MC tier: The bias for CRE will be calculated after the system
determines the target PC.
• Cooperative BS in PC tier: Cooperative PC will determine the offloaded traffic from
MC, and the new bias will be calculated to reduce the offload ratio.
Implementation After the corresponding BS receive the bias from the system, the new
cell association will be executed in target BS to reduce the load. The JT will be performed
normally to improve cell-edge subscriber downlink performance, otherwise the process will
return to estimation phase and follow the procdure to further reduce the load of cooperative
BS until cooperative BS has sufficient resources for JT..
5.4.3 Problem Formulation
It is assumed that a source MC suffer from traffic congestion, and up to P target PCs are
deployed within MC coverage. According to the purpose of CRE, the traffic will be offload
from MC to PCs. Therefore, the system will equalise the traffic among P target PCs, where
{1,2,3, ...p} ∈ P. The traffic offloaded problem can be formulated as followed
min f (x) = (
∑Ii=1 RimXim
Rtm
− ∑
I
i=1 RipXip +∑
I
i=1 RimXim
∑Pp=1 Rt p +Rtm
)2 (5.19)
st.

Pim ⩾ Pi,Pip ⩾ Pi,∀m ∈M,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
∑Ii=1 RimXim ⩽ Rtm,∀m ∈M,∀i ∈ I
∑Ii=1 RipXip ⩽ Rt p,∀p ∈ P,∀i ∈ I
(5.20)
where Pim and Pip represent the received signal strength of subscriber i when it connects to
MC or PC, and Pi represents the minimum received signal strength from BS. The Rim and Rip
represent the allocated resources which is occupied by the subscriber i with corresponding
serving BS. Xim and Xip will equal to 1 if subscriber i is connected to respective BS, otherwise
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0. The equations ∑Ii=1 RimXim ⩽ Rtm and ∑Ii=1 RipXip ⩽ Rt p represent the total allocated
resources cannot be larger than the total resources of MC and PC.
5.4.4 NP-Hard Proof
In [125], [126] and [127], researches state that the partition optimisation problem is proved
as a NP-hard problem in optimisation. The partition optimisation can be considered as a
problem that n items have different value v1,v2,v3...vn and different size s1,s2,s3...sn, and all
items shall be packed into M bins with the same size Smb that each of the bins shall have the
same value without exceeding the size of the bins, the partition problem can be summarised
as follows.
f (x) =
n
∑
n=1
xn1vn =
n
∑
n=1
xn2vn =
n
∑
n=1
xn3vn...=
n
∑
n=1
xnmvn (5.21)
st.

f (x)⩾ 0,
∑nn=1 xnmvn ⩽ Smb
∑nn=1 xnm = 1,
(5.22)
This is the same optimisation problem that BSs have the fixed total resources, and they
shall allocate the resources to the subscribers to provide service, but the total allocated
resources from the serving subscribers can’t exceed the total resources of one BS. However,
the partition problem will become more complicated in cellular network since the allocated
resources of one user will be different if the serving BS is changed. Therefore, the v value
is different when the item n is put into different bin m, and the notation shall be changed to
v1m,v2m,v3m...vnm. The value of v21 is different with v22 since the path loss and interference
will be changed if the serving BS is changed from 1 to 2, and the required resource will be
changed as well. It can be seen that there will be nxm matrix to contain the v value. The
partition problem can be summarised as follows. Therefore, the above optimisation problem
is NP-hard.
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f (x) =
n
∑
n=1
xn1vn1 =
n
∑
n=1
xn2vn2 =
n
∑
n=1
xn3vn3...=
n
∑
n=1
xnmvnm (5.23)
st.

f (x)⩾ 0,
∑nn=1 xnmvnm ⩽ Smb
∑nn=1 xnm = 1,
(5.24)
5.4.5 Flow Water Algorithm
Fig. 5.8 Flow water concept.
The flow water algorithm is applied to tackle the above problem [129]. It is assumed that
there are P vessels, and each vessel is connected by the pipes, which is shown in Figure 5.8.
The central vessel has the largest volume of water, and vessel can transfer the water to the
remaining vessels via the pipe when the controller is switched on, The valve will monitor
the water pressure of each vessel, the water can flow to other low-pressure vessels. During
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the process, the system will switch on the lowest water pressure vessel’s valve to receive the
central vessel’s water unit, and only one valve is allowed to be switched on. Only one water
unit can flow to the target vessel each time the valve is switched on.
This concept is applied to the above problem. The central vessel represents the MC
that traffic should redistribute to the PCs, the MC is shown in the figure as vessels 4. The
side vessels, which is shown in the figure as vessels 1, 2 and 3, it represents the PCs within
MC coverage, and the vessels are connected to the central vessel. The volume of the vessel
represents the total resources of the BS, and the water units within the vessel represent the
occupied resources of subscriber. The load of the BS is represented by the water pressure of
the vessel, and the water within the vessel can only flow to the remaining vessels due to the
water pressure.
Flow Water Algorithm Procedure The flow water algorithm is applied to tackle the traffic
offloading problem. The objective of applying CRE is to alleviate the traffic congestion
in MC, avoiding the overall network throughput degradation when JT is executed. The
procedure is shown in the following Figure 5.9.
The system should collect the remaining resources of each BS, the algorithm will be
executed if the cooperative BS cannot provide sufficient resources for JT. Firstly, the system
will determine the target PC based on the current load of PC. After the target PC is deter-
mined, the MC will list the subscribers with descending order where the descending order is
determined by the received signal strength from the target PC. Based on the list, the bias for
the first subscriber will be calculated to offload traffic from MC to PC. After the traffic is
offloaded to the target PC, the system will estimate the remaining resources of cooperative
BS. If the remaining resources are not enough for JT, the algorithm will repeat the process
until the JT can be executed.
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Fig. 5.9 Flow water algorithm procedure for joint transmission.
5.5 Simulation of M-P
5.5.1 Scenario
Let’s consider the scenario that one subscriber appears in MC 1 edge, and it will move to
MC 3 centre, JT should be applied to improve the downlink performance. For the simplicity
of analysis, it is assumed that the remaining subscribers will not move during the simulation.
The system chooses adjacent MC 3 as cooperative BS, but the traffic congestion is occurred
in MC 3, and the cooperative BS cannot provide sufficient resources for JT. For example, if
the subscriber require 4 Resource Blocks (RBs) from the cooperative BS, but the remaining
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Fig. 5.10 Scenario of traffic offloading from macro cell to pico cells.
RBs are less than this value, it indicates that the remaining resources in cooperative BS
is insufficient. However, 4 PCs are deployed within each MC coverage, CRE should be
applied in low-load PC to offload the MC’s traffic. The scenario is shown in Figure 5.10. By
adjusting the bias in CRE, coverage of the PC will be expanded, and the traffic is offloaded
to the PCs.
5.5.2 Offloading Traffic
The offloaded traffic ratio and the calculated bias in each iteration will be shown in Table 5.2.
According to the table, it shows that the traffic is offloaded from MC 3 to its coverage’s
PCs 9, 10, 11 and 12. After multiple times CRE are applied in different PC, the load of MC
3 is reduced from 99% to 64%. Traffic is offloaded to PCs 9, 10 and 12. Load of PC 9 is
increased 8%, 22% traffic increment in PC 10 and 4% traffic increment in PC 12. Normally,
bias will be a small number when the CRE is firstly applied in one PC. According to Table
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Table 5.2 Offloading traffic from macro cell to pico cells.
Load of Base Stations
CRE Bias(BS) Macro Cell 3 Pico Cell 9 Pico Cell 10 Pico Cell 11 Pico Cell 12
0 0(Original) 99% 33% 22% 59% 51%
1 2.20 (10) 91% 33% 30% 59% 51%
2 4.02 (10) 87% 33% 35% 59% 51%
3 0.39 (9) 75% 35% 35% 59% 51%
4 0.71 (9) 74% 36% 35% 59% 51%
5 10.3 (10) 67% 36% 47% 59% 51%
6 1.1 (9) 64% 37% 47% 59% 51%
Fig. 5.11 Offload subscribers (First CRE).
5.2, the bias is 2.01 in PC 10 with first CRE, and the value is increased 4.02 in the second
CRE, and the value of bias is 10.3 in the third CRE. Because the subscriber will be closer to
the MC 3 if multiple times CRE are applied in the same PC, and a larger bias is needed to let
subscriber chooses PC as the serving BS. This is also occur in PC 9 when the system execute
CRE three times in the same PC, the bias is 0.39, 0.71 and 1.1.
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The first CRE is used to demonstrate the offloading process, the load of MC 3 will be
offloaded to PC10. The load of the PC is the same with the water pressure in the algorithm.
Based on the algorithm, it begins to offload the traffic to the lowest-load PC first, which is
PC 10 (location is (60, 95) in Figure 5.11) in the first CRE. The nearby yellow dots represent
the subscribers which is served by the MC 3. The system will list the serving subscribers
with descending order and determine the subscriber on the top of the list. According to
the location of subscriber, two distance will be calculated, distance between subscriber and
MC 3, distance between subscriber and PC 10. The bias will be given based on the bias
calculation equation, and target PC will receive new bias and offload the traffic from MC.
The process is the same with the water transfer from high water pressure vessel to low water
pressure vessel. According to Table 5.2, the bias for the first CRE is 2.2. The green circles
within Figure 5.11 shows the offload subscribers when the system choose PC 10 as target BS
in the first CRE. The green circles is served by the MC 3 before CRE, serving BS is changed
to PC 10 after PC 10 utilise the new bias. After the subscribers are served by new PCs, it
represents the water is transferred to the low water pressure vessel.
5.5.3 Subscriber and System Throughput
The Figure 5.12 shows the throughput of subscriber with JT, JT gain and subscriber through-
put during the whole simulation. The throughput of subscriber with JT is considered as the
sum of the subscriber’s achieved data rate in serving BS and cooperative BS, and the JT gain
is considered as the throughput from cooperative BS only. The subscriber throughput in this
part is considered as the throughput from serving BS.
According to the Figure 5.12, the blue line represents the throughput of subscriber with
JT that it contains the throughput from serving BS and cooperative BS. Therefore, the blue
line is on top of the orange line because the throughput of subscriber will not only come
from serving BS but also the cooperative BS. The yellow line represents the throughput of
subscriber without JT, when subscriber is moving toward the edge of the serving BS, the
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subscriber will suffer from higher path loss from serving BS and higher interference from the
remaining BS, and it causes the subscriber will receive weaker SINR, causing the decreased
throughput. Meanwhile, orange line represents the JT gain from cooperative BS, but the gain
is limited at the beginning because of the path loss of MC 3 is high. However, the gain will
raise due to the subscriber is moving toward the MC 3 centre, and the JT gain will larger
than the subscriber’s throughput loss after the location 2, and it will cause the throughput of
subscriber with JT is increased after location 2, which is shown in the location 2 of blue line.
Fig. 5.12 Moving subscriber throughput.
The Figure 5.13 shows the total system throughput during the subscriber movement with
and without JT. According to the figure, it can be seen that the subscriber throughput has
a slightly decreased, which is shown at location 2 in Figure 5.13 because the throughput
loss from serving BS is slightly larger than the JT gain from cooperative BS. This trend
is followed the trend in location 2 of Figure 5.12. Because all the subscriber is assumed
stable in this simulation, and the only moving subscriber in this simulation is the subscriber
who requires JT. Meanwhile, the Figure 5.13 also shows that the throughput of the system
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is not influenced by the JT because the MC’s traffic is offloaded to the PCs, MC 3 can
provide sufficient resources to JT. Moreover, the remaining subscribers are assumed to be
stable during the simulation, the throughput changed mainly comes from the serving BS
and cooperative BS. Therefore, the total system throughput has a similar increment with the
JT gain. During the whole simulation, the subscriber throughput with JT can obtain 26%
average gain compared the subscriber’s throughput without JT. Based on the simulation, it
can be seen that the traffic can be sufficiently offloaded to PCs when the bias is added into
PCs. Due to the sufficient remaining resources for JT, the system throughput will not be
influenced, the moving subscriber can obtain optimal downlink.
Fig. 5.13 System throughput.
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5.6 Simulation of P-M
5.6.1 Scenario
Let’s consider the scenario that JT is executed between MC 3 and PC 11, but cooperative
PC is suffering traffic congestion due to the offloaded traffic from MC 3. Subscriber appear
in MC 1 edge and move toward MC 3 centre, the scenario is shown in Figure 5.14. During
the movement, JT is applied to improve the downlink performance. For the simplicity of the
analysis, it is assumed that the remaining subscribers will be stable during the simulation.
There are 4 PCs deployed within MC 3 coverage. The heavy-load PC 11 will reduce the
offloaded traffic ratio to provide resources for JT. By adjusting the Bias in CRE, the coverage
of cooperative PC and offloaded traffic ratio will be reduced.
Fig. 5.14 Scenario of reducing traffic offloading from macro cell.
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5.6.2 Reduced Traffic of Cooperative Pico Cell
This section will show the traffic reduction when the system reduce the bias in heavy-load
cooperative PC. Table 5.3 shows the reduced bias for reducing the offloaded traffic from
MC 3. The original load in PC 11 is 99% in the simulation, and this high load BS can
be considered as the high water pressure vessel in the algorithm. The load of MC 3 is
74%, which is lower than PC11. Therefore, this BS and the remaining low-load BSs can be
considered as the low water pressure vessel in the algorithm. In the first bias calculation,
0.7 bias value in PC 11 can be obtained. After the bias is utilised in cell selection, some
subscribers are connected to MC 3, the load of MC 3 increases to 78%, and the load of PC
11 is reduced to 95%. This step can be considered as the water transfer from high pressure
vessel to low pressure vessel in the algorithm. When the system calculate second bias value,
it will repeat the same process. After the second bias calculation, 1.5 bias reduction in the
same PC, and another 8% load is transferred back to MC 3. The process will continues when
the system detect the cooperative BS has sufficient resources for the JT.
Table 5.3 Reduced offloaded traffic from macro cell.
Load of Base Stations
Reduced
Bias(BS)
Macro Cell 3 Pico Cell 9 Pico Cell 10 Pico Cell 11 Pico Cell 12
0 (Original) 74% 54% 28% 99% 51%
0.7 (11) 78% 54% 28% 95% 51%
1.5 (11) 86% 54% 28% 87% 51%
5.6.3 Subscriber and System Throughput
Figure 5.15 shows the subscriber throughput with JT, JT gain from cooperative BS and
the subscriber throughput without JT. At the beginning of the simulation, the throughput
of moving subscriber with JT is decreased because the serving BS provides a weak signal
when subscriber is moving toward the MC 1 edge. Meanwhile, PC 11 is the cooperative
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BS, and it cannot provide significant gain in downlink because the transmission power of
PC 11 is small. High path loss cause the received signal strength of PC 11 is not optimal
in subscriber’s side, and cooperative BS brings little effort during the subscriber movement,
which is shown in the orange line of Figure 5.15 from 1 to 4. Therefore, even the subscriber
throughput is higher than before, the trend is decreased. However, the gain from cooperative
BS begins to increase when subscriber is moving toward PC 11 coverage, which is shown
is the Figure 5.15 from 4 to 7, and it can be seen that the subscriber throughput with JT is
increased during this period, which is shown in blue line in Figure 5.15 from location 4 to
7. In Figure 5.15, orange line shows that the gain is increased significantly in the last three
locations due to the subscriber is moving very close to the PC 11 centre, the received signal
strength is optimal, it can bring significant gain in JT, and the significant gain also cause the
subscriber’s throughput is raised from 5 to 7 in Figure 5.15.
Fig. 5.15 Subscriber throughput.
The Figure 5.16 shows the total system throughput during the simulation with and without
JT. Because there is only one moving subscriber in this simulation, the remaining subscribers
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Fig. 5.16 System throughput.
will be considered as stable. Therefore, the change in system throughput is caused by
the moving subscriber. Due to the subscriber is moving out the coverage of MC 1 at the
beginning, the throughput will be decreased because the weak signal from serving BS and
cooperative BS, which is shown in Figure 5.16 from location 1 to 4 . However, the loss
from serving BS will become insignificant when the subscriber can obtain higher gain from
cooperative BS, which is shown in the Figure 5.16 from 4 to 7. Compared with the moving
subscriber without JT, it can be seen that the throughput difference is obvious, even both
lines have the decreased trend, the subscriber can still obtain higher throughput than without
JT. The average improvement during the whole simulation is 24%.
The simulation result shows that the JT will not be influenced by the insufficient resources
issue in cooperative BS. When the JT is triggered, the algorithm will calculate the bias and
inform the target BS to offload the subscribers in PC 11 (high-load BS) to the MC 3 (low-load
BS) to provide resources for the JT. Beside that, it can be seen that the executed time of JT
is also important. The subscriber can only obtain the significant gain from cooperative BS
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when it can receive a optimal signal. If the JT is executed too early, the signal from JT is
weak, and the gain from cooperative is merely nothing, it will waste the resources to obtain
such little throughput gain. In the simulation, it only needs to trigger JT when the subscriber
is moving into location 4.
In the sections 5.5 and 5.6, both scenarios shows that the algorithm can successfully
offload the traffic from high-load BS to nearby low-load BSs. Meanwhile, the remaining
resources are used to participate the JT without sacrificing other subscribers’ resources. Even
the throughput goes down in some of the time slots in the Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.16, but
the decrement is caused by the increasing path loss from serving BS not from the resources
issue.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, JT resources shortage problem is investigated, different JT gain is shown
when different cooperative BS is chosen, and the consequence of high-load cooperative is
discussed. Due to the same amount of occupied resources in multiple BSs, the throughput
loss might occur if high-load BS participates the JT because cooperative BS will utilise other
subscriber’s resources to execute JT. According to the simulation, it can be seen that if the
gain from JT cannot be larger than the original subscriber’s throughput, the throughput loss
will occur. The simulation also shows that subscriber can still obtain gain from JT if remote
BS is chosen as cooperative BS. However, this cooperative BS selection shall be avoided
because of the low spectrum efficiency.
CRE is proposed to tackle the traffic offloading problem, the bias will be added when
subscriber make the decision of connected BS, larger value of bias can offload more traffic
from MC. Therefore, the bias can be modified when the system detect the high-load MC
is chosen as cooperative BS. The problem is formulated as an optimisation problem, but it
will become a NP-hard problem with large number of PC and subscriber. The flow water
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algorithm is applied to provide the solution, and the modified algorithm will consider the
load status and remaining resources. MC will offload part of the traffic to the lowest-load PC
in each iteration, and the bias will be calculated after the target PC is determined. The load of
MC can be significantly reduced many iterations. However, if the resources problem occurs in
PC tier, the PC should reduce the traffic offloaded ratio from MC. The simulation shows that
the system throughput will not be influenced by the JT after the resources shortage problem
is tackled. To conclude, instead of choosing remote BS to avoid the system throughput loss,
CRE can sufficiently reduce the cooperative BS’s load, and the system can choose the closest
BS to execute JT.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, reducing energy consumption and spectrum efficiency are investigated. The
system switch off BSs to reduce the energy consumption of the network, and it utilises SA to
tackle PCs combination problem that determines the best PCs combination to achieve the
best EE. Second, it collects and analyse subscriber’s data and use NBC to predict the traffic
distribution. The prediction result is used to inform the corresponding BSs to prepare the
incoming traffic, reducing the energy consumption of the network. At last part, it proposes
FWA to solve the unbalanced traffic between MCs and PCs, tackling the problem of heavy
load in cooperative BS. The JT can be executed without sacrificing the overall network
performance after the LB.
Chapter 3 utilise SA algorithm to determine the best PCs combination to achieve optimal
EE after the system determines the number of switch-off PC, and energy consumption can be
reduced. The optimisation problem becomes a combinational problem that the system should
choose a certain number of PCs from the total PC group. The cost function will be estimated
in each iteration when SA chooses a new PCs combination. SA algorithm will accept the
PCs combination when EE is better than the current combination, and SA will also accept
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the worse PCs combination with a certain probability to avoid the local maximum value.
However, the algorithm will begin to reject worst PCs combination with increasing iteration
times. The simulation results show that when the system is choosing the PCs to serve the
existing subscribers, it will consider the location of the subscribers and the required downlink
speed. Therefore, the best EE if the original light-load PCs are switched off because the
location of PCs is different in each PCs combination, the subscriber’s SINR might not be
identical, and the consequence is the difference in EE. The multiple simulations show that
the average 17.06% EE improvement can be obtained. After the traffic is transferred to
neighbouring PCs, the resources utilisation is increased. The simulation result also shows
that the EE can be improved when resources utilisation is increased given the same number
of PCs are switched off. All simulation results prove that switching off some light-load PCs
can reduce the energy consumption of the network, improving EE and resources utilisation.
Chapter 4 proposes the NBC to analyse and utilise subscribers information to predict
the traffic distribution in CN, and power of PC will be modified based on the prediction
result. The features of walking speed, downlink, remaining time and direction are collected.
After subscribers’ data is filtered by the system, the remaining subscribers’ data will move
to analysis phase, and correlation between subscribers features and PCs can be determined,
NBC will utilise the analysis result to predict traffic. In the simulations, it shows that walking
speed, downlink and remaining time can help the system to distinguish the difference in
distance. However, these features cannot further improve the prediction accuracy because
the value of these features are similar in closed PCs group. Therefore, direction feature is
added into NBC to improve prediction accuracy. After the direction is added, the system can
distinguish the difference even some PCs are in the same group. The multiple simulations
show that average 90.8% prediction accuracy can be obtained when all features are utilised
to traffic prediction. After traffic prediction can be obtained, the system can foresee the
incoming traffic, the power will be modified according to the load adaptive power model.
The power of PC will be increased proportional to the predicted load of PCs to match the
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growing traffic demand. When the traffic demand is continues growing, the system will
further inform the corresponding PC to increase their transmission power. According to the
simulation results, it shows that it can significantly reduce up to 67% the network energy
consumption and achieve 4.7% EE improvement. The simulations prove that the proposed
ML method can be used to predict the traffic distribution in CN, and load adaptive power
model can cooperate well with prediction result.
Chapter 5 investigates the JT resources shortage problem, and the influence of executing
JT in high-load cooperative BS is shown. JT requires multiple BSs to transmit signal to one
subscriber to improve the downlink performance, but it might cause the throughput loss if
high-load BS involve JT because cooperative BS will utilise other subscribers’ resources
to execute the JT if resources shortage problem is occurred. The simulations show that the
throughput loss will occur if the gain from JT can not be larger than the original subscriber’s
throughput. However, subscriber can obtain little gain from JT if the system choose remote
BS as cooperative BS. To tackle this issue, CRE is applied to offload traffic between MC
and PCs, resources problem in high-load cooperative BS can be tackled. The FWA helps the
traffic transaction that it solves the resources shortage issue in cooperative. The simulations
shows that the traffic can be offloaded via modifying the CRE bias, and the subscriber can
obtain 26% average gain in downlink, and 24% downlink gain in another scenario. The work
in chapter 5 proves that the proposed algorithm can reduce the load of cooperative BS, and
the downlink gain can be obtained without scarifying overall network throughput.
6.2 Future Work
The cell switch-off strategy is proposed to reduce the energy consumption of CN, optimisation
is formulated and solved by the SA, achieving optimal EE. NBC is utilised to predict the
traffic distribution, the subscriber features are collected and analysed to predict the subscriber
destination. The power of PC is modified based on the traffic prediction result. CRE is
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utilised to offload traffic, tackling the resources shortage problem in cooperative BS. However,
potential research directions are summarised in the following parts.
In Chapter 3, the SA is applied to determine the best PCs combination with small scale
PC and subscriber number. It can be seen that the increasing number of PCs will be deployed
in 5G, and the computation complexity will be significantly increased. Moreover, the system
will face the challenge in defining the PC group because of high-density PC deployment
will let PC group’s contour become fuzzy. The power of BSs can be one of the optimisation
parameters in future work, and the BSs can be operated in different power.
In Chapter 4, NBC is proposed to predict the distribution based on the collected subscriber
data. Because the data is filtered by the system, the classifier can only utilise strong pattern
data to predict the traffic distribution. Further improvement should be made to fully utilise
the remaining subscriber’s data, discovering the pattern within random data. Moreover, the
current chosen features cannot distinguish the PC’s difference in high-density PC deployment,
features chosen should be deeper considered. However, multiple features in NBC will
increase the time in computation. Therefore, the classifier should have the ability to choose
appropriate features to predict traffic in different timing.
In Chapter 5, The CRE technic is applied to tackle the resources shortage problem in
cooperative BS. However, if all MCs and PCs suffer from traffic congestion, the surrounding
BSs cannot offload the traffic from cooperative BS, JT might cause impact on the overall
system throughput. Advanced traffic offloading method shall be investigated in the future,
the JT can be executed at any time and any BS. Meanwhile, the interference from other
cooperative BSs will become a issue in 5G due to multiple antennas are deployed in one site.
The interference mitigation in JT shall be further investigated.
The extension of this thesis, it will be the combining the prediction technic in Chapter
3 and JT in Chapter 5. Due to the occupied resources in serving and cooperative BS, the
system cannot apply JT to one subscriber for a long time, and JT should be executed only
the current service cannot be fulfilled. The potential research area will be the subscriber
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movement prediction to give the system a perfect timing to trigger the JT. Therefore, the JT’s
execution time can be reduced.
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